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Selected As A Best All Round Kentuci“ Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

/1/
' United Press International

In Our 85th Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 27, 1968

10. Per Copy

Vol. LXXXIX No. 282

CITY POLICE THREATEN SLOWDOWN
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Cases Heard This
Week In Court Of
Judge McCuiston

NO PAM THURSDAY

Ultimatum Is Handed To
City Council Last Night

Final Session
Of School Is
Held Sunday

No paper will be published
tomorrow, Thanksgiving Day,
by the Ledger and Times, so
that employees might spend the
holiday with the tamilies
Most retail establishments
will be closed tomorrow and all
city, county, state and Federal offices
Some stores will be open for
business tomorrow.

Several persons have been
charged and fined in the Cal.
loway County Court of Judge
Murray City Policemen last raise after 6 months employHall McCuiston during the past
night presented an ultimatum ment.
George Washington said -The week Records show the followto the City Council demanding
"4. A blanket raise of $65.00
basis of our political system lit ing occurred:
four points and saying that if per month per man.
Dr James Glasse, Associate
John C Ford, Flat Rock, Ill.,
the right of the people to make
"If these needs are not met
these derbands were not met,
Dean of the Divinity School of
and alter their constitutions of speeding, fined $10.00 costs
they would begin a "slow down the Department voted unaniVanderbilt University, told the
$18.00; State Police.
government."
beginning December 1, 1968". mously for a slow down beginnfinal session of the School of
Earl Boggess, Route Five,
The demands of the police- ing December 1, 1968."
World Outreach Sunday night
Most difficult chore yet, trying Mayfield, defrauding innkeepmen is as follows:
Their demands were presentFirst
in
Methodist
United
to eat just one grape from a er; fined $10.00 costs $2500,
"The Murray Police Depart- ed by Preston Ordway, Chair•
Church that the mission of the
bowl of grapes.
restitution $44.25: Sheriff.
ment had a call meeting on man of the Council Finance
church is not someone done by
Robert W. Hodge, Route One,
November 18, 1968, at 6:30 Committee, prior to his presomeone else for us, but someAlmost as bad as trying to eat Princeton,
speeding,
p m. at City Hall. The meeting senting two budget proposals
fined
thing that is done by us. The
just one olive or one potato 510.00 costs $18.00; State Powas requested by the' menfor for the coming year.
Twenty-five
persons
were
Reber, Baer
motivation for our participation
lice.
chip
the purpose of making known
This is the second ultimatum
charged, entered pleas of guilin the mission of the church is
Arthur Shidler, Evansville, ty, and were fined in the City
their needs for the coming presented to the council. City
knowing the gospel of Christ
Preston Ordway
Lil Blackwell is with her Ind., speeding, fined $10.003' Court of Judge William H.
year, which were as follows: Firemen have also told t he
. , . A Tight Budget
and responding to it in the
daughter Gale up east where costs $18.00; State Police.
"1. Clothing allowance in- council that unless beginning
(Jake) Dunn this week. Reworld, he said.
Jesse F Edwards, Paducah, cords show the following ocGale is undergoing further
crease from $120.00 to $150.00 firemen made at least $100 a
"We need to continue to send
treatment. This brilliant young improper passing, fined $10.00 curred:
week take home pay, they
missionaries and money to suplady has had a difficult time. costs $18.00; State Police.
Peryear
"2. TiMe and half for all would "take action on their
T. D. McCuiston, driving
port them. But, more importBuster
Bumphis,
overtime.
behalf'.
Murray, while intoxicated, amended to
ant, we need to see that each
Edgar Shirley is pouring a public drunkenneu, given ten reckless driving, fined $100.00
"3. Give a new man a pay
The council position on both
of us has a missaon, The mission
days in jail. Sheriff.
driveway.
of these requests * is that the
goats $4.50.
is where we are This is the
Billy Joe Jones, Murray, pubcity simply has not got the
D. L. Chester, petty larceny,
place, we are the people, and , Miss Pamela Garland, daughClinic Is paving the poi-king lot lic drunkenness, given ten days fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
money to grant pay raises of
A group Jf eight madrigal the time is now," Dr. Glasse ter of Mr. and Mrs Eurie Gar-„
in jail; Jailer.
just north of Walnut Street.
this magnitude.
K. J. Kohr, driving while inMurray,
Street,
9th
South
land,
UniState
Murray
from
singers
concluded.
Ronald K. Blakely, Route One, toxicated, amended to reckless
Mr. Ordway told the council
Lourdes
Six
Murray
congregations is now a patient at the
At the Caverns of Liray, Lu- Murray, speeding. fined $10.00 driving, fined $100.00 costs versity, under the direction of
last night that under the new
Paducah,
Hospital,
anthe
give
will
Baer,
Robert
saprisored the six-session School
budget proposal raises of six
(Continued on Bad g rage) estets 11411.4,9; Stat, Polies,- 94.5u.
nual Christmas program of the
per cent were set up for all city
The Murray State University
R. A. Clements, driving while
(Continued
on
Back
Page)
MonMurray Woman's Club on
intoxicated, amended to recksenior medical student was
Deputy Sheriff Calton Mor- employees. He said that Deday, December 2, at 7:30 p m.
transferred there from the gan investigated a one car ac- partment of Labor cost of livless driving, fined $100.00 costs
at the club house.
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- cident Tuesday at 11 .30 a.m. on ing figures showed a 3.9 cost
$4.50.
By candlelight the singers
tal and is now in Room 363, North 16th Street, about two
W. R. Hansen U. driving while
will present a program of both
(Continued on Back Page)
'Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, for miles north of Murray.
intoxicated, amended to reckearly and present day music inthose who would like to send
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
James H. Cassity, Almo Route
cluding Flemish carols, Advent
her cards or letters.
$4.50.
One, driving a 1961 Buick four
*
*
*
music and traditional Christmas
J. G. Locke, petty larceny,
carols. Madrigal singing is basiMiss Garland suffered a fract- door owned by Mary J. Cassity,
fined $50.00 costs $4.50. speedcally an informal style, full of
ured ankle in an accident at was going south on North 16th
ing, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Street, lost control of the car.
wit and humor with a great
Springfield on November 16.
Lonnie Tucker, public drun3nd hit a light pole, according
deal of audience appeal.
kenness, fined $15.00 costa
to Morgan
Bill Boyd. Blood Program
accompansingers
be
The
will
Murray Coal and Ice Plant, the
A light pole estimated at
$4.50.
4Chairman for the Calloway
A traffic collision occurred
ied by an instrumental group
university cafeteria, the ColloR. J. Bolding. reckless driv$400 value was broken. It is
County Red Cross Chapter, ancomposed of two violins, flute Tuesday morning at 8:23 at
*ay County Co-op, and the Wo(Continued on Back Page) and organ.
owned by the West Kentucky
nounced today that the bloodNorth 16th and Olive Streets,
men's
Missionary
Service
Societies
Rural Electric Cooperative Cormobile drive at the Student
The club house will be de- according to the investigating
from the Elm Grove, Salem,
poration.
Union Building was a success, Sinking Springs, and Memorial
corated by the Garden a n d report filed by the Murray PoThe Hazel Baptist Church
No injuries were reported,
with 402 units of blood being Baptist Churches, who furnishCreative Arts Departments and lice Department. No injuries
will have a special Thanksgiv- nut damage to the front end of
were reported.
donated.
each
department
of
the
Woed home-made cookies. Mrs.
Cars involved were a 1968 ing service at the church on the car was reported,
The drive was sponsored by
man's Club will furnish a numThe Murray City Council
Claua Miller served as canteen
Ford
four door driven by Jo- Thursday at seven a.m.
the R.O.T.C. and most of the
ber of hostesses for the evenmeeting last night was primarseph
Lee
Ross,
1810
Sherri
donors were university' stud- chairman."
ing.
Rev. B. R. Winchester, pastily taken up with a discussion
CLOSED
ents. The quota for the year hi "Mrs. Ann Hays, Chairman
This is an open meeting and Lane, Murray, and a 1964 Ford or of the
of
the budget for next year.
church,
will
be
the
two
door
owned
by
John
B.
(Continued on Back Page)
0630 pints. The remainder of
the public is invited to attend.
The Business Office of South Mayor Holmes Ellis said that
Johnston and driven by Robert speaker. The offering for the
the quota must be met by the
Kentucky
Children's Central Bell Tlephone Co., lo- one big factor facing the city
The Music Department of the
W. Johnston of 401 East 121h three
citizens of the community if
Homes will be taken at the ser- cated at 604 Olive, will
Murray Woman's Club awarded
Street, Benton.
be clos- is the fact that it stands the
Calloway County retains "total
a $100.00 scholarship to Gayle
ed on Thursday, November 28. possibility of losing several
Police said the Johnston car vice.
coverage", which provides that
thousand dollars in income if
Schmidt, son of Mr. and Mrs.
was going east on Olive, makall Calloway Countians receive
Senate Bill 288 is successfully
Charles W. Schmidt of Greening a right turn onto North
blood free at any time or place.
reversed.
ville, following auditions held
16th Street, and pulled out from
"This operation entails much
This bill allows the TVA disSunday, November 24.
stop street hitting the Rose
preparation and the help of
tributors to pay in lieu-of-tax
car in the right side as it was
many people" stated Mr Boyd,
This scholarship is given
payments based on 1965. In
All schools in the Murray
going south on North 18th
"and our local chapter wishes
a sophomore on the basis of
1965 the Murray Electric SysStreet.
to especially thank all the vol- Independent District and the musicianship, scholarship
and
tem paid taxes based on 100 per
Damage to the Rose car was
unteer helpers. We are appre- Calloway County District will need.
cent assessment while other
South Central Bell's new on the right side and to the
ciative of the cooperation of close today for the Thanksgivfirms and individuals paid taxGayle, age 19, a piano stu- Murray telephone directory will Johnston car on the front fenduniversity officials lit letting ing holidays.
es based on about one-third of
dismissed
Denison
dent
Classes
be
of
unElliott,
will
won
coming
way
be
your
soon,
R.
er
and
we
grill.
and
facilities,
us use their
property value. After taxes all
the award by playing the first K Carpenter, South Central
This is the 29th accident reare grateful to the doctors and til Monday, December 2.
over the state were based on
Students at Murray State movement of the Second Plano Bell manager, said today.
port for the month of Novemnurses who must be present to
University were dismissed to- Concerto by Saint-Saens. He will
A homemade bomb. approxi , by the Maintenance Department 100 per cent assessment in 1966
"And you won't find a better ber in the city of Murray filed
make it a medically safe operand thereafter, the tax rate was
day at noon until classes on perform the entire concerto on yardstick of Murray and Cailo- by the Murray Police
ation," Boyd said.
Depart- mately the size of a breakfast of Murray State University, cut
to produce about the same
Monday morning.
Tuesday, January 7, 1969 at
plate with a fuse about 36 in came to the sheriff's office and
ment.
Those furnishing materials
amount of revenue. This move
The Murray Division of the the lit-SU Fine Arts Recital Hall. (Continued on Back Paoli)
ches
long,
was
discovered
the
early
were
canteen
said it was a bomb.
used in the
would cut taxes paid by TVA
Tappan Company and the MurTuesday
morning
under
a
Sgt. Major Tobey took posdistributors by about two thirds.
ray Fabrics will close today at
bridge on the old Murray and session of the bomb. It
was re- Senate Bill 288 allowed
the close of shifts until the
them
Paris road about % mile north ported neutralized and
dumped to continue to pay at
first shifts at the two plants on
the)ighof Green Plain Church of in to the Clarks
River.
er rate.
Monday
Christ.
The Kentucky Highway Del're•• lot.r•ation•I
The bill is under attack by
Carrier Corporation and SaChief Deputy Sheriff Curt partment said - the bridge was
ger Glove Company will be dosWilloughby said he was called about sixty feet in length and the city of Glasgow. Kentucky
ed only on Thanksgiving Day.
by Dane McClure who said that spanned White Oak Creek on and is now in the courts, or
Considerable An official at the Sager ComKENTUCKY:
soon will be. If their attack is
he
had found what looked like the old Murray-Paris Road.
By LOUIS CASSELS
cloudiness through Thursday. pany said due to the press of
successful, the city
Murray
a bomb under the concrete
even human parents, with all of
Press
United
by
International
overspreading
Occasional rain
orders it was necessary for them
will lose about $20,000 which
bridge while he was checking
their shortcomings, usually are
is
good
"It
to
give
thanks
to
into work on Friday,
the state and continuing at
would greatly alter the city
John Ed Scott, local weather his land by the bridge Mr. Mcunselfish enough to provide for
The Murray Electric System the Lord," the Bible declares. their
budget.
observer, said that .6 of an inch Clure said he had had some
children's
welfare
without
Why?
will be closed on Thursday and
In other action the council
of rain had fallen in Murray by bull dozing done and was pickWhat purpose is served when demanding anything - includ
Friday, but the Murray Water
approved an ordinance limiting
,
seven
a.m.
ing
today.
It
has
been
up
limbs
Mg
expressions
of
near
gratitude
the
bridge
Final rites for cerry P Armand Sewerage System will be a human creature torns in gratparking on Olive Extended.
'raining steadily since that when he noticed the bomb.
strong, age 65, were held toclosed only on Thanksgiving itude to his creator'
Mayor
in return tsod, he added, is time, but Scott's next reading
Pro-tern
Leonard
Willoughby and deputy Cal- day at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
The wrong answer is that infinitely more
Day.
Vaughn reported on the public
willing than the will be at seven a m. Thursday. ton Montan went to
the scene of the Max H. Churchill FunIn an ad in the Ledger & rites of Thanksgiving are neces- best of earthly fathers to give
Scott said that approximate- and brought the bomb to the eral Home with Rev. Dossie hearing for the proposed new
Times on Tuesday it was an- sary to appease • touchy deity. without strings.
zoning ordinance. He said that
Sheriff's office of the Callo- Wheatley officiaing.
an
insult to God to treat
nounced that the Murray To- It is
(Continued on Back Page)
the ordinance was well received
RAIN & WINDY
way
County
Court
House.
Another widespread attitude
bacco market will be closed on him like a stingy giver who
Pallbearers were Robert Wal- by a large audience, with some
The
sheriff's
deputies
said drop, Nelson Waldrop, Elton
Thanksgiving. The four floors, may cut off his benefactions if views Thanksgiving as an act in
individuals finding fault with
the bomb was water soaked and
tervals through Thursday. Little Doran's Farris, Growers. and we fail to display proper apWaldrop, C. W. Bogard, Charles specific parts of the ordinance.
thought
(Continued on Back Pagel
that it might have been Bogard, and Richard
ighange in temperatures. Low Planters, are now receiving air preciation.
Nesbitt. Generally however, he continuleft there on Halloween night
lonight in 403
"It's amazing how many "recured tobacco for the opening
Interment was in the Bazzell ed, the ordinance was well reto blo.- up the bridge, but faily sale scheduled for Murray ligious" people seem to think
Cemetery,
ceived.
ed
to
tonate.
Kentucky Lake 7 a m 354.3, on December 13,
The
of Thanksgiving as an onerous
Immanuel
Lutheran
ONE CITet)
The city will sell gravel to
Mr. Armstrong died Monday
Willt.aghby
notified
3028.
the
up
dam
below
SecChurch, located at 15th and
up 0.1,
The Thanksgiving holiday will duty, to be undertaken out of
at Highland Park, Mich. He is the county from the new land
urity
Department
of
Murray
Main Streets, will have a
0.4.
be observed by most all busi- prudential regard for the divState University to see if any survived by his mother, Mrs. NI site near Coldwatef. Mayor
Barkley Like 7 a m 354.3, nesses in Murray and Calloway ine wrath which may fall upon
One person was cited for thanksgiving day worship ser- person could
Verta Armstrong, one son, Jim Ellis said that approximately
come to identify
no change, beloo dam 305.1, County. Special Thanksgiving thou who neglect it.
driving while intoxicated short- vice at nine am.
the contents and nature of the Armstrong, two sisters, Mrs. 1.000 loads could be sold from
.
down 03.
Rebuked This Attitude
Rev.
y servicej, have been planned
Mazak,
Stephen
pastJr.
ly after midnight today by the
Mildred Bogard and Mrs. Opal the site without changing the
n various Thurrhes of the city
Sunrise 6.47, sunse 4:41.
or, invites the public to attend bomb. Sgt. Major Frederick L.
Jesus rebuked this attitude. Murray Police
Waldrop, and five grandchil- topography of the land to o
Department.
nd county.
No moon
this special service.
He reminded His disciples that
Tobey (retired), now employed, dren
much.

Twenty-five Fined
In City Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Woman's Club
To Present
MSU Singers

Miss Garland Now
Patient, Lourdes

Accident Is
Reported

&402 Pints Blood
Donated Here

29th Wreck
For Month
Is Report

City Could
Lose If Bill
Is Reversed

Thanksgiving Day
At Hazel

Music Club
Gives Award

Vacations To
Start Today.

WEATHER REPORT

New Phone
'rectories
to} Now Ready

Thanksgiving Is Day Set
Aside To Show Gratitude

Bomb Is Found
eneath Bridg

Rainfall For
Year Given
By Observer

or

Rites Held Today
For Mr. Armstrong

Lutheran Church To
Hold Service Here

•
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Channel

v‘ EUN END t1 E% ENING

Visiting Parents
Get 'Bad Deal'

York. N.Y„

Entered at the Poet Orrice, Murray.
Kentedcr. for tranntniesaan es
:Sexed Clam Matter

RATES By Denier M Murray.
month $1.10 InOalloway and adjoining countiesper week Mc, per
per year, OM;
Sanas 1 & 2, 0.00, Elsewhere $11011.
aurvioe subscriptions MIL
SUBSCRIPTION

-Yu oeintaseing

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And Jesus went forth, and saw a great multitude,
- AMA was moved with compassion toward them, and he
Whiled their sick. -Matthew 14:14.
As His disciples we are expected to exercise genuine
compassion for all of God's people.

lADONI•TOM Pftl

Joe Bob Brewer, star halfback for the Murray High
School Tigers, won a berth on the All Western Kentucky
Conference Team for 1958.
The first real winter weather of the year arrived today when sleet began to fall in Calloway County.
Preston A_ Jewell, Aviation Electrincians Mate Second Class, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Jewell
of
Murray, was advanced in rate at the U.S. Naval
Missile
Center, Potnt Mugu, CaAf.
Miss Alice Waters will be honored Sunday by
the
First Methodist Church. She is one of the oldest
meritbets of the church and spent 43 years of her life
in
China.
Was Becky Wilson was honored with a party in celebration of her 4th birthday on November 17 given by
her mother, Mrs Hugh Eddie Wilson_

20 Years Ago Today
WOOER•mum PUB

The still born daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Coursey of Almo Route One was buried today at the
Wadesborn Cemetery following graveside rites.
Harry Miller, administrator of Murray Hospital, will
attend the American Hospital Association Institut
e on
Hospital Public Relations December 6-8 at New Orleans
.
V. C. Carpenter, missionary from Puerto Rico, wW
be the guest speaker at the Woman's Day or World Missions Sunday cbserrance at the First Christian Church.
Jean King, Pat Shackelford, Mary Trevathan,
Sue
Cahoon, Verona Smith, Rob Parker, Dan Shipley,
Mary ,
Virginia Wllliama Barbara Wyre, Eva Nell Boggess
, Rozella Elkins, and Eddie Dortch are member
s of the cast
of the Junior clam play, "A Little Honey",
to be presented December 2 at the Murray Training School,

Burley
Markets

Maysville
Morehead
Mt_ Sterling

OWNS 74.24 .,
480,4N 73.88

Owensboro

6113.246

74.13

II56,924

73.07

Paducah

No Sale

Paris

627.172

74.10

Ifialinkr Way tobacco sales Richmond
747.878 73.52
Unsay as reported by the state Russelhille
340,680 73.68
Dipnilmmt of Apiculture:
Shelbyville
1.236,04 74.81
111M111111
Tomb Said Avg. Springfield
757,644 73.71
Shamd5eki
509,154 173_57 Somerset
580,906 73.93
Bowling Green
431,314 73.47 Winchester
641,188 73.44
Carrollton
1.271,149 74.75 Dash
22,3111,117 73113
Covington
400,272 73.11
Cynthia's&
4711,04 74.11 Danish Donations
Danville
197,311 73.45 NEW YORK i CPI)-Danes
Franklin
No Sale
who invaded the British Isles
Glasgow
LOOMS 73.37 under the leadership of King
Greensburg
=As 73.44 Canute at the end of the 9th
Harrodsburg
atm 73.11 century contributed numerous
Henderson
BRAN 711.112 Scandina%tan words to the
Hopkinsville
MAN 72.81 English language, according to
Horse Cave
1,11111,131 7340 • Pace College professor of
foreign languages.
Lebanon
MAO 7215
Among them are the words
Lexington
3.111415 74.05 they,th
Ils
em and their, as well
London
MAW 73.30
anger. cake, die, fellow, get,
Louisville
145,343 73.11 l skin, sky and want. says Dr.
Mayfield
331,11111 73.30 Bernard M Pohoryles

F

Cook's Jewelry
=ea

500 MAIN S1REET

Diate
t rRincs
ea

DEAR PUZZLED: If you stay only half an hour, I would
say year card-crazy son and his wife are rude. Perhaps your
son should have been introduced to a different kind of "hand"
when he was younger
DEAR ABBY: I have what most women think they wanta husband who does everything for me He decides on where
we should go and what we should do He and a decorato
r
did our house. He and his secretary pick out any gifts we
have to send_ They even select our Christmas cards. (He
has yet to ask me howl like them.]
He disciplines the children, and tells them what HE thinks
He never asks what THEY think. They love him, but they
rebel in their own way by taking it out on me and the whole
neighborhood
When I tell my husband our children have no friends, he
says. "Nobody needs friends. They just have to be rich to get
along in this world."
Well, at least the children have a way of releasing their
feelings, but as for me, I feel absolutelyUSFI.F-SS
DEAR USELESS: Yon don't say boss long this has beea
going on, but I would guess it started the day you said, "I
do." You only complain-you don't ask for a solution, which
would indicate that you are resigned to your unhappy. "useless" life I'm sorry for you, but sorrier for your childrea.
They cannot 'love' this tyrant, but only fear him. And
kids
who fear their fathers make miserable fathers themselves.
DEAR ABBY: If I were to tell you that I am a young,
unknown actress who became involved with a movie
producer
[divorcedF it would sound like a made-up letter, but it
happens to be the truth
I am 23 and he is about 50 We've seen a lot of each other
since we met 4 months ago, but he never promised marriage
I just found out I'm pregnant When I gave my producer friend the news, he said I shouldn't try to hang
it on
HIM, because 5 years ago he had the operation men
have
to make themselves sterile, and his doctor will back him up.
Abby, it's GOT to be him because I haven't been with
anybody else. I need to know this Does that operation
men
have ever fail? I KNOW he's the father, but how can I
prove
V How about a blood test'
IN A FIX
DEAR IN: A blood test will only rule out who the father
ISN'T. And yes. "that operation" [it's called a "casecto
mv"I
CAN fall it it has not been properly done. But if your
producer fried wants to know for certain if he is still
able
to "predate, a return visit to his doctor for a sperm
test
will provide proof
Everybody has a problem. What's yours! For a personal
reply write to Abby. Box WM. Lou Asgeles, Cal., WSW
and
eaelme stamped, self-addressed envelope.
FOR ABBY'S NEW BOOKLET' "WHAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO [NOW." SEND *Los TO ASSY. BOX 40709, LOS
ANGELES, CAL. MIL

Consumer Education Week
What Does A Dollar Buy At
The Grocery Store? According
to a recent study by The U.S.
Department of Agriculture about
77 cents of your food dollar
goes for food. Of the 77 cents,
about 23.5 cents goes for meat:
9 cents for fresh produce; 10
cents for dairy products; 4
cents for frozen foods: and 30.5
cents for groceries. Milk claims
the largest portion of the dairy
dollar, followed by cheese, ice
Cre•M and butter.
Miss Patricia Everett, whose
office is in Benton, is a University of Kentucky Extension
home economist. A graduate of
Western Kentucky State University, she keeps her slclis ur
to date by attending workshops

ele

Murray Loan Co. ]
[MONEY HEADQUARTERS
161W. Main Street

Phone 713-1M21

Automatic Popularity
SEATTLE. Wash. , UPI) Sheila Wilson, 23. a biology
teacher at Glacier High School,
gets along great with the boys
In her class. She Is the local
powder-puff automobile driving champion and on Saturdays she pumps gasoline and
does minor repair wor)t at a
local service station.

CORVETTE LANES
Will Be

CLOSED ALL DAY THANKSGIVING
But Will Open

at

6 p.m. for

EVENING BOWLING
-

Department of Agriculture, retail chains, and all other sources.
Don't whistle at that food bill
next time you go through the
supermarket-"Consumer services" are adding to that tab
more than you might think.
These added services-preparing. packs gin g, maintaining
quality, check cashing, grocery
loading into cars-all add their
,'. tab. Many
bit to the "food'
consumers are willing to pay
for these extras. But the prediction is that demand for services
will tend to increase. Rising
consumer Income increases such
demands. As a consequence, retail food prices move up.
In order to get more for your
food dollar we need to receive
as much information as possible
on buying foods and Consumer
Information Week. through Nov
n, is an excellent time to drop
by and get acquainted with the
many services made available
by the Cooperative Extension
Service.

PATRICIA EVERETI
and training sessions in foigls
and nutrition. in
consumer education in foods.
Why Does Food Cost What It
Does? To make the most of the
food-store doll a r, consumers
should keep up with plentiful
foods announcements by U. S.

School's In,
School's Out
SCHAIJK, lilolland
When teachers and pupils arrived to start the school term
at the new St. Joseph School,
they found the premises completely without furniture.
It
had been ordered but the
plant
failed to deliver. Everybody
was sent back home to
await
the furniture

11
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V vz:
stss"

Moyts

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRA
MS

DEAR ABBY: When we go to visit the son and his
wife,
they are always playing cards No matter what time of
day
or evening, it's cards, cards, cards.
"Pull up a chair and watch," they say Now Abby.
I
don't go to anybody's house to watch them play cards. I
feel
insulted I say they should play out their hands and quit,
as
we stay only half an hour. My husband says they should
p
on playing. What do you say?
PUZZLED
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by United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 27,
the 332nd day of 1968 with 34
to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Saturn
and Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1901, the War Department
authorized the creation of the
Army War College to instruct
commissioned officers.
In 1945, President Truman
named Gen. George Marshall
special representative to China.
In 1956, President Eisenhower issued a statement denying
differences over the Suez Canal
had weakened the American,
British and French accord over
NATO.
In 1962, all 97 persons aboard
a jet were killed when it crashed in Peru.
A thought for the day Rudyard Kipling said, "The
silliest woman can manage a
clever man; but it needs a very
clever woman to manage a
fool."

Controcoptivo loan?
LIMA. Peru (UPI,-A Joint
Peruvian-ItaJlan team of scientists has begun a study of all
the varieties of beans grown in
Peru in a search for one type
that secretes a chemical that
can be used for contraceptive
vaccinations
Alfredo Brazzoduro, an Italian chemist, said the vaccination could be applied to men
and be effective as long as a
year.
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Why Not Whisky?
SAO PAULO, Brazil 1UPI)The Butantan, which houses
one of the largest snake farmis
in the world, is supplying snake
bite serum for U.S. troops in
Vietnam. The snakes are
-milked" every day and their
venom processed.
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of Earl T. Osborne, also of
Benton, who was elected to the
Court of Appeals from the First
fsiiseUate District

Ma.

•

THE COLLLGIATES
WHEN:

SAT. NOV. 39

WHERE:

FIRST

ASSEMBLY OF GOD

So. 16th &
TIME:

Glendale Road

SAT. 7 p.m. -

fl

SUN. 11 a.m.

Both Lassiter and Clayton
indicated that they plan to
be candidates for their respective offices for a full six-year
term next May.
have

BENTON, Ky., Nov. 25
Boyce Clayton of Benton was
sworn in today as CommonClayton was elected to the
wealth's Attorney by Circuit
one-year term in May, tow
Judge James M. Lassiter, of
over two other rivals, George
Murray.
Ed Overby of Murray and
Clayton is the newly-elected
Richard Peek of Smithland. He
attorney representing Calloway,
was unopposed in the NovemMarshall and Livingston counber election, 1968.
ties which composes the 42nd
Judicial District.
Clayton was elected to the
Judge Lassiter was elected to
one-year unexpired term of the two-year unexpired term
Judge Lassiter, the former without opposition, both in May,
commonwealth's attorney. Las- 1967, and in November, 1967. He
siter was elected circuit judge ihas been circuit Judge for apto fill out the unexpired term -proximately one year.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Telephone 753-59S6
Teletype 502 831-2957

Thanksgiving Buffet
TRADITIONAL

THANKSGIVING TURKEY
With All The Trimmings
Plus
HAM with FRUIT SAUCE - ROAST
ROUND
of BEEF - FRIED CHICKEN
•
DESSERT: HOMEMADE PUMPK
IN - or
MINCE MEAT PIE
ADULTS $2 25 - CHILDREN
Under 12 $1.

Dining Room Open:
11:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Mrs. Verna Lancaster
Innkeeper

11
1

Mr. Jim Stacey
Restaurant Mgr.

VININIamminimmow

3:30 p.m.-Gilligan's Island

11:30 p.m.-

6 p m., 10 p.m.-News, Radar
Weather, Sports
4 p.m.-Big Show"Invisible Creature"Tony Wright, Sandra Dome

Late Show'Gun Glory- (C)
Stewart Granger,
Rhonda Fleming
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'Akers Lose Hard Fought
Battle To South Marshall

TIMES
22-5 record finishing two games
ahead of Tennessee for the league title.
# ATLANTA UPI - The South,
Tennessee, '4u-b Last year, thiit's ever-growing basketball con- nks sophomore Jimmy
The Calloway County Laker",
England
sciousness reflected in its rash Will help veterans
were defeated last night by the.:
Bill Justus,
of large new coliseums, may have Bill Hann and 6-10 Bobby
South Marshall Rebels by the
Croft
half of the nation's top-10 college overcome Kentucky.
score of 80 to 72. It was a fast;..
Florida's hcage teams this winter.
moving contest which saw the.
opes ride with 6-10 Neal Walk,
North Carolina, Kentucky, Te- who led the nation in rebounding
lead change hands many times
nnessee, Florida and Davidson last season with an average
in the first half. The Lakers'of
had a 19 to 17 lead at the end
all appear to have what it takes 19.8 per game. Sophomore Todd
GLEN
CARPENTER
By
"You wouldn't know him,"
of the first quarter despite the...
to wind up as UCLA's rival in
who averaged 25.4 ppg
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) — Rupp said. "Right now he
fact that South Marshall's Rua- .
rethe NCAA championship game as a freshman, could be the
The gloom that shows on Ken•
sell Palmer had pumped in 12
*lett March.
shooter the Gators need to com- tucky basketball coach Adolph minds me more of Leroy EdMurray University Sc h oo 1
wards." Edwards, also a cenof his 19 total points in the The North Carolina Tar Heels, pliment Walk's board work. Walk
Rupp's face these days is usu- ter, was a Wildcat All-America played the victory march over
first period.
missing all-American Larry Mil- also was the No. 10 scorer
in the ally reserved for an erring play- , n 1933-1934.
Puryear, Tennessee last night
ler but with the other four start- nation with his 26.5 average.
The Rebels outscored the
er. This time, though, it is over Casey Potential Ali-AM•rita to the tune of 90 to 40. Lead•
from
last season's
ers returning
Vanderbilt, figured to be big- a broken finger.
ing the Colts were Hal Kemp
Lakers 19 to 12 in the second
remaining
The
of
part
last
NCAA runnerup club, looks like ger and stronger than last year's
period and they went to the
The finger belongs to junior year's "super soph" trio is Ca- and Jay Richey, both with 22
Dixie's best. But wait for a closer 20-6 aggregation, is a darkhorse
Locker room with a 36 to 31
Mike Pratt, one of three "sup sey, who averaged 20 points a points. Steve Arant pushed throlook at Adolph Rupp's Kentucky behind 6-9 Bob Bundy,Tom Hagan
lead at half-time.
er sophs" from last year's team game and has been rated a po ugh 17 points and Steve WilloWildcats before making a final and Perry Wallace, who last year
In the third quarter it look-::
which finished 22-5, making tential All-America in several ughby helped the cause with
appraisal.
16.
ed Like the Lakers were goingwas the SEC's first Negro basket- Rupp the winningest coach in
pre-season
publications.
"The Wildcats are looking for- ball player.
The Colts jumped out in
to make a comeback until the
history
basketball
collegiate
The big surprise, though, is front by the score of 19 to 8
11.vard to a great year as I believe
RebeLs broke the game wide
Despite Maravich, LSU doesn't and resulting in a 23rd South- Steele, a slender
6-4,
who has at the end of the first quarter
open with four fast breaks in a.
we have some fine talent return- figure as a contender, although eastern Conference title for the
won
departed senior Thad Ja- and never let up. When the
row and went out in front 63._
ing," says Rupp who has won all regulars return from
last Wildcats.
racz's position.
to 44 at the end of the quarter.
half-time buzzer sounded the
more games 782 than any other year's team which had a 14-12
The finger, on Pratt's left
"This boy has showed a lot Colts were out in front by 20
High scorer for the night was,
college coach.
hand, was nearly snapped in of determination,"
mark
Rupp said. points, 42-22.
Gary McGregor of South Mar- •
That Issue could resolve itpractice
last
during
week
two
Southern
"He has a good shot, but
shall with an amazing 40 points,
self early for Kentucky hosts
It's hard to see how Davidson and required surgery. "I hope doesn't get to shoot much. He's
Univ. School
18 of than being made in the
19 42 61 —90
North Carolina Dec. 7
can be stopped. The Wildcats, he'll be ready for tournament not very fast, not good on de- Puryear
third quarter. High scorer for
8 22 31-40
The individual everybody will 24-5 last season, have all five time," Rupp said, meaning the
fense, but is a good rebounder
Univ. School (90) — Kemp
Calloway County was Rushing
Calloway County's Artie Haneline and South Mara
be watching here in the South starters back plus 6-6 sophomore University of Kentucky Invita- and
passer."
22, Richey 22, Arant 17, Wilpoints,
eo
th2
r withclosely
clea
23. followed
4vp
this winter is "Pistol Pete" Steve Kirley who had a 24.3 ppg tional Dec. 20-21.
shall's
Richard
Perry
both
were
straining
to
pull
Apparently the latter two off- loughby 16, Overby 8, Cavitt3,
by
4141aravich of Louisiana State-the freshman average.
Pratt, a muscular forward set the former pair
down
this
rebound in last night's action.
in Rupp's Alsup 2.
South Marshall hit on 33 of
gangly young man who set a new
If there is a challenger, it is who averaged 14-1 points per mind.
Pury•ar (40) — M. Middle62 shots from the field for an,, national record as a sophomore expected to be either Richmond, game last season, will miss at
Kentucky's schedule, some- ton 16, Sealey 8, Jenkins 6,
average of 51.2-, while the. .
the only other ABA game played.
last season when he averaged with four returning starters in- least the first three games, in- what less demanding than last Watson 6, Humphreys
Lakers hit 28 of 73 tries for
3, Max
Forward Ben Warley conneca hard-to-believe 43.8 points per cluding 6-6 Wilton Ford who aver- cluding North Carolina, which year, includes a top UKIT field Middleton 1.
an average of 38.3%. At the _
ted on two long three-point goals
game.
aged 20.4 and 6-7 sophomore Stan is picked to be a national con- of Michigan, Army and Bradfree throw line the Rebels hit
to
send
the
game
into
overtime.
But "Pistol Pete" claims he Byfiriski, or George Washington, tender again this season.
ley, and Notre Dame on Dec. 28
14 of 21 for a 66.7% average
By United Press International
Kentucky also was rated to in the annual sellout
-isn't going after the scoring tit- The Colonials were only 5-19
while Calloway County hit 16 at Louis.
contender,
national
but
a
be
le this time. "Let someone else last year but have added sophovale's Freedom Hall,
of 30 for a 53.3% average.
The Kentucky Colonels lost the
like Calvin Murphy the Niagara more Mike Tallent 29 ppg, his Rupp said that is changed now
The Wildcats meet Wisconsin
•
game and the services of their Rough Sport
Loss Hurts Club
sharpshooter who was runnerup brother Bob who transferred in
South Marshall 17 36 63— 80
on New Year's Eve before benewest and prettiest ballplayer
ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Mrs.
"Well.
I'll
you,
tell
had
we
41ast year with a 38.2 average from Kentucky and 6-7, 220-pound
Calloway Co.
19 31 44 — 72. r
By United Press International Sunday night.
Gerry Melnyk, wife of the St.
hopes of being a national con- ginning the rugged 18-game
South Marshall (80) — Mc...
have it," the free-thinking Mara- holdout Bill Knorr.
SEC schedule against Ole Miss
A Thanksgiving Day battle
Louis Blues hockey player, Is
Pratt
tender
until
he
hurt,"
got
vich said recently.
The Colonels were defeated an amateur seamstress who Gregor 40, Palmer 19, Perry 9.
Independents
said. "But right now, I don't Jan. 4. Kentucky is again fa- between Middle Tennessee State
"I've been working on my dribFlorida State has nine vets think we'll be able to get by a vored to win the conference ti- and Tennessee Tech will high- 91-84 by the New York Nets IS says some of her needlework is Norwood 8, Ford 4.
Calloway County (72) — Rush
bling and my passing. We're goi- including 6-8 Dave Covens who
Itle, but Florida, Tennessee and light the final week's activity in Tom Bowens led a third quarter less complicated than her huslot of those teams."
ing 24, Cleaver 23, Haneline 10, ng to put on a real circus at LSU averaged 18.8 points and 16.9
rally with 14 points. Kentucky band's
the
'Vanderbilt
Ohio
Conference
Valley
footwill
be
tough
to
beat
Asked if the finger injury
this winter."
layed without Penny Ann Early,
"Over the years he's had Roney 6, Ernstburge 4, Crawball race.
rebounds per game and Jeff Hog- would bother Pratt long, Rupp —especially at home.
As it now stands, with the sea- an. This could be the Seminoles'
about 100 stitches on his head," ford 3, Lassiter 2.
the
controversial
four
The
Kentucky
horse-woman
schools
replied, "Hell yes, it's going to
son openers only a few days away, best year vet.
have closed out their seasons, who signed a contract with the. she said. "When you're a probother him for the rest of his
fessional hockey player, there
it looks like North Carolina will
with Eastern Kentucky claimTulane has four returning sta- life."
JOE STUDY
Colonels in protest over the boy- are always cuts and bruises."
ing its second straight 0 V C
win the Atlantic Coast Confer- rters and 6-8 sophomore John
To compensate for the loss,
cott that prevented her from betitle. Murray State and WestSince, Kentucky will win the Sou- Sutter 27.5 ppg; Miami has three Rupp
NEW YORK Inv — Monte Irhas moved 6-4 guard Mike
ern Kentucky finished in a dead coming the first woman jockey at
theastern, and Davidson, espec- starters back including Dan Cur- Casey to forward and Terry
vin, former clutch-hitting outa
maior
track.
She
did
not
suit
NEW TOURNEY
heat for second place
ially now that West Virginia has nutt who averaged 22,7 ppg; Ge- Mills, a red-shirt, into the vafielder of the New York. Giants,
Middle Tennessee and Tech up for the game at Commack,
become an independent, is a shoo- orgia Tech bases its slim hopes cated guard position. Other
was named today to direct a.
NEW YORK LTV — The fledg- study
will be battling to s ay out of N. Y., but was in attendance at
designed to determine in in the otherwise relatively we- on 6-9 sophomore Rich Yunkus starters for Saturday's opener
American
a tie for the OVC cellar with Long Island Arena. She is ex- ling
Professional whether a program to provide
ak Southern.
DiLLAR OR DOLLAR
25.4 ppg; West Virginia lost Ron at Memorial Colliseum here are
Golfers
has
addedthe
pected
Morehead
$200,000
State
to
be
when
in
they meet
uniform when
employment for former major
Florida State, an at-large NC- Williams 21.4 ppg,and six others; expected to be Dan Issel at cenBOWLING LEAGUE
Airlines—sponsored league players and coaches
at Cookeville. Both teams are Kentucky plays at home Wednes- National
AA entry last season, figures to
is ,
Week of Nov. 15, 1968
sl VIrgipia Tech, which lost ter. Larry Steele at forward and
Miami,
Fla.
tournament
17.5 in conference action, while day.
to its feasible.
head up the region's independ- three starters, fears an off sea- Phil Argent() at the other Team Standings:
W. L.
growing
list
of 1969 meets.
Morehead finished at 1-6.
Walt Simon led the Nets with
The study was initiated throents.
22
14
Trumpets
son because of a poor freshman guard.
Gardner Dickinson Jr., pres- ugh the joint efforts
Austin Peay visits the Univer- 25 points while Darel Carrier
of William'
Now, let's take a closer look team last season.
Although Pratt's injury un- Four Seasons
22% 14% sity of
ident of APG, said the tourney D. Eckert, the commissioner
Tennessee at Martin in netted 23 for Kentucky.
of• ',19% 18% another
doubtedly will hurt, the Wild- 4 Fantastics
at those conference races:
Thanksgiving Day atLarry Miller exploded for 10 will be played March 27-30 at baseball, and Marvin J. Miller,
cats still appear to be loaded. Sparemakers
19
17
Atlantic Coast
the Country Club of Miami and executive director of the
traction, while East Tennessee points in overtime to lead the
Los
18
Issel, 6-84, has gained a sol- Twisters
18
North Carolina, 28-4 last seawill be the South's richest tour- jor League Baseball Players
State closes out Saturday a- Angeles Stars to a 117-109
As-2.
victory
id 20 pounds, Rupp said, and is Befuddled Four
17% 18% gainst East
son and with starters Charlie
nament.
Carolina at John- over the Houston Mavericks
sociation
in
21%
Astros
14%
rated to improve on last year's
Scott, Rusty Clark, Dick Grubar
son City.
12 24
16.4 scoring average as a soph- Glory Stompers
and Bill Bunting all back, was
Austin Pea y- will be trying to
High Team Gam.
omore.
the overwhelming choice to reCh,••••••• of arachta. rte. reach the .500 mark for the sea576 son as the
Four Seasons
peat as champion in a recent
Govs go into the
Almo's "B" team beat Faxon's
Sparemakers
575
contest with a 4-5 overall mark.
pre-season poll.
"B" team Monday night by the
552 U-T at Martin
4 Fantasties
Duke, with only two starters
humiliated Ausscore of 19 to 17 while Almo's
Series
High
Team
tin Peay last season, 47-6, but
returning from a 22-6 campaign
"A" team lost to Faxon 41 to
1644 the Vols have only
Four Seasons
a 34-1 Mark
''but with . some promising sopho- 45.
Spareniakers
1601 this year.
mores and Warren Cbapman reHigh scorer for Almo was
1591
The Redbirds of New Con- 4 Fantastics
Emit Tennessee will be shootcovered from an injury, was a Shelton with 15
High Ind. Game Scratch
points and for cord beat Dover, Tennessee by
pig for its first break—even
'distant runnerup in that poll. Faxon it was Duncan
Martha Ails
with 14 a score of 50 to 20.
198 season since 1964 against
East
North Carolina State, with thr- points.
178 Carolina, a member of
Concord was led in scoring by Margaret Morton
the Souee starters from a 16-10 club and
Almo (41) — Shelton 15, Moh- Causey with 18 points
Shirley
176
Wade
thern Conference.
and Fu,
Bradley transfer Rick Anheuser, ler 12, Burkeen 6, Scott 4,
High Ind. Gams WHC
trell who had 13 points. The
The Bucs are 4-5 after wrapis the conference darkhorse whi- Rowland 4.
Martha
Ails
246
leading scorer for Dover was
ping up their first winning seale South Carolina and Wake ForFaxon (45) — Duncan 14, Fer- Milliken with 11 points.
Ramona Roberts
220 son against OC competition
4-3
est appear to be the best of the guson 12, Ross 6, Denham 9,
Verona Grogan
217 in five years with a 17-8 win
Moms 4.
rest.
217 over Austin Peay Last week.
New Concord
9 17 37 — 50 Martha Ails
•
Southeastern
High Ind, Series Scratch
Dover
2 5 7-20
Kentucky has last year's three Field Goal Mark
515
Now Concord (50) — Causey Martha Ails
great sophs- Mike Casey, Dan
481
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — 18, Futrell 13, Barrow 9, Can- Sallie Guy
DEVLIN FIRST
• 470
Issel and Mike Pratt - plus a Jerry West set a Los Angeles trell 4, Scarbrough 4, Zacheretti Margaret Morton
High Ind Sorkin WHC
6-foot-10 sophomore and a couple Lakers' record for field goal 2.
BRISBANE UPI -Bruce Devlin
6g9 of Australia scored his first tourDover (20) — Milliken 11, Martha Ails
3f fine redshirts. Although a percentage last season in the
National
Sallie
Guy
604 nament victory in 18 months SunBasketball Associa- Fitzugh 4, Threatt 3, Elliott 2,
sophomore-dominated team a yeOne Birdsong
589 day when he shot a final round
Page 0.
ar ago, the Wildcats posted 2 tion with a .514 mark.
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Broken Finger Is Cause
Of Coach Rupp's Gloom
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Univ. School
Romps Over
Puryear

Penny Early Signs
With Pro Cage Team

Thanksgiving Game
Pits Middle Tenn
And Tennessee Tech

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Faxon And Almo
Split Games

New Concord
Defeats Dover

Instead of a second car, get a second house.

SANTA SPECIAL!
$30 off on 4emingion.

MURRAY SUPPLY CO.
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SOCIAL CAM
Wednesday. Plevembee V
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will have its anewsi bake sale
on the west side of the court
square
•••
The WS(S of the ONO
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have a bake
sale in front of Mosques.
•••
The Oaks Country Club win
bold its regular bridge day foe
lathes at the club at 9.30 ass.
Mabel Rogers 753-3865 will be
bastes.
• ••
Friday, alevember 29
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a work night at the
riding pen
• ••
Menalay, December 2
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its decorating party at the
club house at 9:30 am A sack
lunch will be enjoyed at noon.
Mrs J W. Young is in charge
of decorations. Mrs. Roberti
Moyer and Mrs. Herold Dougo
lass are hostesses,
•••
The Murray Woman's CI
will have its general
at the club house at 710 p
with the Music Department p
seating the Madrigal
from Murray State University.
Decorations are by the Cre
tive Arts and Garden Depart-

1

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

LEDGER

TIMIS

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4007
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WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 27, 1968

Miss Rubio Smith
Speaker At Meet
AlPha Department

•

Miss Rubie Smith of Ihe e/ementary education department
of Murray State University was
the guest speaker at the meeting of the Alpha Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
held Saturday at noon.

161IleelneslIew

1400
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Say It Differently"
Breakfast Held By -They theme
of Miss Smith's
was the
Zeta Department
program on poetry reading.
She quoted/ some poetry and
At Holiday Inn
read some poems.

Miss Smith said all beautiful
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annual breakfast Thursday, No- expressions pt words could be
vember 21, at seven o'clock in called pty, and that creathe morning at the Holiday In tivity is Piipresaed in poetry
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest gave the and music.
invocation
The speaker closed her program by reading some of her
man, presided over the bus- own poems she had written and
iness session. A contribution to bv. giving each one present a
copy of a Christmas poem she
CARE was taken.
The report of the progress had composed.
being made and the expanded
Mrs. Robert N Scott, profacilities at the local Mental
gram chairman, introduced the
Health Center wag given by speaker
Mrs. John T. Irvan. Mental
The department chairman,
health is Zeta's program.
Mrs. G B. Scott, presided and
It was announced that Mn. Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn gave the
Elsie Kivett, a Zeta member, invocation.
Mrs. William C.
Winners hi the District I Wool iiseispetit Ion at Trigg County 3111.1. School aro
was the district sweepstakes
lort to
Adams. secretary, read the minright, Brenda Rhos, Donna Jo Parsons, Martha Lu WNW% Pam Wood, Barbara
winner in needlework at the
Bartley, and
utes and names were tabled
Eva
Sartin. They will compel* In este compel titan Saturday In Danville,
district meeting held at Ken
for new members.
Bar Inn October 17.
Seducah and a student at MittMembers were urged to atThe group voted to give eight
ray State University and Mary
tend the general meeting of dollars toward the • refreshthe Woman's Club on Monday, ments for the children in the
Butts, a graduate of Metcalf
December 2, at 7:30 p.m. for tutoring program.
County High School.
ments.
Mrs. Keith Venable, Cadiz,
the program by the Murray
Members were reminded of
• ••
Winners in the District I is district director of the wool
State University Madrigal Sing- the sale of cookbooks, TupperMiss Ruby flimpeen. retired hems sconomks teechew
The Coldwater United MethoAnother party honoring Miss
ef Murray State Unlversitss is Pictured as she is boarding •
ers.
ware, and placerciats by t h e Wool Competition held Satur- competition. Judges were Mrs.
dist Church Women's Society
, day, November 16th at Trigg John McDonald, Mrs. Ruby Mc- Janice Collins. bride-elect o f
Mrs. Elkins and members of club.
Japan Air Lines letliner at Los Angeles, Calif. She has lust
of Christian Service will meet
the program committee will be
returned from an artanded tour of the Far East touring
The Thanksgiving motif was, County High School in the jun- Keel Rives, and Mrs. June Sing- Jack Rose, was given by Miss
at the church at 7 30 p.m.
hostesses for the December used in the decorations for the iitt division, ages 14-18, were: les, from Nashville. Mrs. John Ann Griffin and her mother,
Japaas Hem Kona and the PaIlleinnes.
•• •
meeting which will be open luncheon tables by the hostess- &pima Jo Parsons, Providence; Gillespie, home economics tea. Mrs. Maurice Humphrey, at
The Lottie Moon Group of the
their home on Hazel Highway.
house at the Elkins' home.
es, Dr. Beverly Fowler, Min Martha Lu Wilson, Trigg Coun- cher at Trigg County High was
Pint Baptist Church WMS will
Close friends of the bride
Mrs. John Pasco presented a Ann Carr, Miss Rufie Lee Wil- ty High School, Cadiz; and al- narrator for the fashion premeet with Mrs. Ray
most inspiring program using liams, Miss Jewel Deene Ellie, ternate, Brenda Rhea, Living- view. Mrs. Elaine Cliff, area and the bridegroom's mother,
at 7:30 p.m.
t he letters in Thanksgivings Dr. Fontella Kimball, and Miss ston Central High
'Hostess
School, extension agent in clothing, Ca- Mrs. George Rose, attended the
and telling how they relate to Frances Brown.
Smithland.
diz, and Mrs Billy Thomas, stu- shower.
The Ruby Nell Hardy Group
Miss Collins was dressed in
•••
Also receiving awards for dent at Murray State UniverZeta members.
of the First Baptist Church
Mrs. F. E. Crawford present.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Ellis
specific details relating to their sity. assisted with the fashion an apricot sheath and wore a
Hostesses for the breakfast!
WMS will meet with Mrs. Rob- ed the Program at the meeting Paschall of Murray Route Four
gift corsage of white carnatgarments in the junior division review.
were Mrs. Buford Hurt, Mrs.
ert C. Miller at 7 30 pm
of the Faith Doran Circle of -are the parents of a baby boy. Wayne
were: Betty Carolyn Lady, The four winners will parti- ions Her mother and Mrs. Rose
Substitute
Doran, Mrs. James Cas• ••
tile Women's Society of Chris- Barry Dale, weighing eight verse. Mrs.
North Marshall High School; cipate in the state competition also wore corsages of carnatL. D. Miller, Mn.
The
Elm
Grove
Baptist Alan Service of the First United pounds six ounces. born at one Louis C Ryan,
ions.
Kim
Wininger, Muhlenberg November 30th in Danville.
and Mrs Charles
Church WMS will begin its Methodist Church held on Tues- am. on Saturday. November 23, M
The bride-elect opened her
Grits are a good substitute Central High School, Powderly;
Baker
observance of the week of day, November 19, at two o*- let the Murray-Calloway County
•••
many lovely gifts. Fifteen atfor rice or noodles with sea- Christy Houk, Caverna High
prayer at the church at 1 30 clock in the afternoon at the_ Hospital.
food in sauce or creamed School; And Teresa McAtee,
tended the party.
pm. with Mrs. Albert Crider as Crawford home on West Main I Grandparents are Mr. and
Accessories are assuming inchicken. Add It4 teaspoon of Trigg County High.
leader.
Street.
Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall of Mittsalt to 5 cups of water. Bring
In the senior division, ages creasing importance in men's
•••
The speaker discussed tam- ray Route Four and Mr. and
to boil; slowly stir in 1% cups 17-21, winners were:
wardrobes as the male fashion
Pam
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell will be ous churches and cathedrals she Mrs. Herbert Underwood of Haof enriched white hominy quick Wood, Farmington
explosion continues to expand
and a stuleader at the first meeting of visited during her recent tour tel Route One. Mrs. Amelia Er- Monday Evening
Far a good deal on a Band
grits. Cover and cook 21.12 to 5 dent at Murray
and thunder across the nation.
State Univerminutes, stirring frequently. sity;
the week of prayer by the First of Europe. She ids) gave a de- win of Murray Route Four is a
That's what the American InInstrument, see Glenn
Barbara Bartley, graduate
stitute of Men's and Boys'
Baptist Church WMS at the lightful account of her visit great grandmother.
Nanny at . .
Mrs. Wallace Ford, president, Stir in 112 cup of chopped green of Topkinsville High
School;
Wear says. Take scarfs. There
•••
church at 9:30 am.
LEACH'S MUSIC
with friends to private homes
presided over the regular meet- pepper and 2 tablespoons of and alternate, Eva
TV
Sartin,
Park
•• •
are silk and woolen ones; there
in Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Brooch, ing of the Beta Sigma Phi sor- chopped pimiento. Pour into City and a student
Ph r, 7,3 7575
at Western are mufflers that reverse from
reased
8-inch
ring
mold
and
Tuesday, December 3
Mrs. R. A. Johnston gave the 217 South 12th Street, announce oritY held Monday evening at
OPE
TII.L SAM P.III.
stand 20 to 25 minutes. Un- Kentucky University. Also re- wool to (silk, there are knitted
The minion study, "Christ devotion reading portions of the birth of a son, Darrell hoCommunity Center.
ceiving awards in the senior scarfs. And — would you bemold
onto
plate
and
fill
center.
and the Crises of Southeast chapters 100. 103. 147. and 150 mu. Jr., weighing seven pounds
dl4slon were: Diary Edwards, lieve: • turtleneck scarf?
As the roll was called, each
ASS.." will be conducted by of Psalms closing with a poem . twelve ounces. born at 5:15 a.m.
Mrs W. S. Jones for the W9CS reeding in the form of a pray. ' on Sunday. November ..24, at member had to answer by givof the Hazel United Methodist er.
the Murray-Calloway County ing the first line of a nursery
• rhyme corresponding with the
Church at the church at ass
The closing prayer was led HosPital•
pin
by Mrs. Helen Lassiter.
The grandparents are Mr.'program, Verse Making", giv-• ••
Mrs. Crawford., circle chair. and Mrs. Thomas M. Broach of en by Mrs Kenny Thomas and
The Retired Teachers A.se.
an, opened the meeting in Cape Girardeau, Mo.,.and Mr. Mrs. John Hina
'anon of Murray and Calloway Saying the recording of "Let and Mrs. Roy M Colson of
Mrs. Thomas read a prose
County will meet at 2'30 pm K Be" by Ernie Ford. The Murray. Mr. and Mrs Harold
entitled "Moonlight" and then
at the home
Mrs George twelve members present report- Tbomasson of Murray are great read
it in verse to show the
Hart, payee street Mrs Celia ed 37 visits to the shutins dur- grandparents.
comparison. Mrs. Hina asked
•• •
Crawford and Mrs. Goldie Curd in the month.
each member to write an origwill be m charge of refresh.
The treasurer's report was
inal four line poem to be read
ments.
given by Mrs. Isaac Clanton.'•
"
aloud.
see
Contributions to the Day of
A drawing of secret sisters
Prayer and Self Denial were
was held for the coming year.
Grove
taken.
Each member has a secret sisThe group voted to send g
Fruits of Evangelism in
ter whom she will remember
for Christmas to the patient/I Ecuador" was the theme
of the on all holiday and special ocat Western State Hospital
mission study program present- casions.
Miss Martha Zan Robbins,
Mrs. Crawford served delight ed at the meeting of the Wobride-elect of Robert William ful refreshments to the mein mans Missionary
It was decided that a board
Society of the
Kellar, wee honoree at a show- ben during the social hams
Elm Grove Baptist Church on 'meeting of officers would be
er and tea recently at the horse
•••
Wednesday, November 20, at held Tuesday and Mrs. Willard
of Mr and Mrs Maurice Humseven o'clock in the evening. Ails and Mrs. Hina would bephrey. Hostesses for the party
Mrs Keys Keel was the pro- gin work on a set of by-laws
were Mrs H. T Waldrop, Miss
gram leader and was assisted for the chapter
Ann Griffm and Mrs. Humphs
in the presentation by WS.
Miss Carolyn Parks announcrey.
Dick Futrell, Mrs. Earl Lee, and ed her marriage by bringing
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith Mrs George
The bride-elect wore a navy
Cossey.
the traditional box of candy.
blue wool dress and a corsage and children. Lynn and Bob,
The call to prayer from 1
The bowling party that was
past
f Prewnekekeli%drennwith.,
pathre Peter 4:12-19 was given by
of white carnations from the o
Mrs held the previous Saturday was
their
hostess Her mother, Mrs. RayW. A. Farmer. Prayers were discussed with those who had
mond Hazen Stabbing, was dress- eats,"„ Mr. and Mrs.
Murray°bert led by Mrs Cossey and Mrs attended giving a summary of
es in pink knit she was pre_ SO21111. smarm Street, m.
Purdom Lassiter.
the evening.
sented a gift corsage of white
Others present were MesdamThe next meeting of Decemcarnations.
es Charles Burkeen, Lena ber 9 will be held at Mrs. John
Kellar
will
be
married
Satur
Twenty-five close friends atBrumley, James Shekell, Mason Hina's home and will be a
tended. Miss Robins and Mr
day. November 30.
Thomas, Harry Shekell, Rich- Christmas party with secret sismond Beam. Billy Outland, Lu- ters exchanging gifts..
ther Hendon, Albert Crider,
Mrs. John Thresher and Mrs.
Brigham Futrell, Walton Fulk- Larry Overby had refreshments
erson, and Nelson Key and for the evening.
daughter, Leona
Those attending were Mes• ••
dames Isaac Adams. Willard
The shirt and tie story for Ails, John Emerson, Wallace
fall and winter broadens to in- Ford, John Fritz, Fred Gardclude bolder checks. deeper ner, Robert Goodridge, John
tones, wider spread collars and Mina, Andy Hard, John Milulwider ties
cik. Larry Overby, Gerry Re•
•
•
quarth, Stephen Ross, Ray Sims,
John Thresher, and Kenny
It will take a man longer to Thomas. Miss Suzanne McDougpay off'a lost bet that included al and Miss Carolyn Parks.
"I'll eat my hats as part of the
•••
wager. The American Institute
Say
It
So
Isn't
Men's
Boys'
and
says
Wear
of
NEW YORK UPI , --"Girls
more hat is the rule along the
hatter's trail. A bit•mOre width, Are Imitating Twiggy" is the
a bit more curl, and a bit more title of a new song with words
height in the crown. While the and music by Gladys Shelley,
bigger hats mivht be dismal one of America's top women
news to the people who lose song writers. The song was re"SAY IT WITH FLOWERS,
bets, they can only be wreeted corded on the Jamie label by
BUT SAY IT WITH OURS"
with enthusiasm by the people Steve Clayton and features
who feel the need to pass the Ray Ellis and his orchestra
hat. Those deeper crowns, silly,
Mulligan Directs
will hold more, '
HOLLYWOOD I UPI ,—Robert Mulligan will direct "The
Mandarins" at 20th CenturyStanley Hagler. award -sitPox.
nine jewelry designer, says
glittery headbands mover the
forehead kind—are in demand Classics Survive
LOB ANGELES'(UPI)
far beyond. expectation The
705 S. 4th
753-4320
jewelry peonle advanced them Rock music may capture the
Victor Olazabal and Chester Martin prepare to hang the huge Christ-,
as the ultimate touch for eve- lion's share of public attention,
rung affairs It's Just another but the classics still hold a sizmas %locking for the public to view In the bank lobby.
evidence of the Indian impact able audience. There are 19 active symphony orchestras in
on the world of fashion
Los Angeles county.
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Local Students Are
Winners In Wool
Contest At Cadiz

0

All
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1. For

Janice Collins Is
Complimented With
Bridal Party

BrowithekiMrs. Crawford Is
For Faith
• ••
Doran Circle Meet

1

Beta Sigma Phi

•

'rho-the

•

REGISTER

of

Keys Keel Is
Leader At Elm
WMS Meet

Martha Robbins Is
Honored At Shower
Tea Recently

FRIDAY EVENINGS 3:30 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
November 29th - December 20th
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Christmas Stocking

You Are Invited To Attend
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FILLED WITH TOYS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

ChristmasOPEN
El HOUSE
SUNDAY, DEC. 1, 1%8

From 1:00 to 6:00 p.m.
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Hitchcock Bock
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —AlWASHINGTON UPI - Your Th- fred Hitchcock has returned to

LA BOURSE CLOSED IN FINANCIAL CRISIS- The gate at La Bourse-- Paris Stock EN change is closed after France shut down its financial markets "until further notice" in
a fight to save the franc from devaluation.
(Coble phot,,

All Girl
Look Seen
t For Spring
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Woman's Editor

NEW YORK (UPI) — Spring
fashions are shaping up to an
all-girl look, even though it's a
rare collection from New York's
manufacturers of women's wear
without some pants costumes.
The coming season shapes up
also as a dip into nostalgia, with
clothes reminiscent of the
1920's, the 30's, the 40's even.
Witness the many strands of
pearls as accessories which recall the flapper era, the thousands of yards of silk crepes being sewn into the long, slinky
and lowcut gowns of the Jean
Harlow 30's, the shirtwaist
dresses and the jumpers reviv• ed full force for both daytime
and evening, reflecting classics
from any era including t he
40's.

lines.
Brooks does shirtwaisters for
both late day and evening,
waistlines belted, sleeves wide
and full, cuffed at the wrists.
They come in both prints and
In soft pastels like palest of
blush pink crepes.
And ruffles! Layers of them
frame the face, trim the wrists,
whirl at skirt hems in several
?hart evening dresses in point
d'esprit.
Brooks is just one of the
many designers in the multibillion dollar New York garment
Industry banking on a feminine
look for spring. Karen Stark at
Harvey Berin goes so all out
for softness of fashion there
isn't a single pair of pants in
her new collection.
Berin's evening clothes stress
chiffons and they-re beautifully
done with yard on yard, layer
on layer of the fabric in the
skirts combined with jeweled
tops cut into deep v necklines.
The New York fashion market is on a pastel kick for
spring. And what could be
more flattering to any age!
At Berin, the pastels are "cloud
blue", "ice pink", and "honey
yellow."

Tenshunl
GRANITE CITY, Ill. UPI)
—The Charles Ne"Clark family
is used to saluting. Son John
Clark, 19, is the latest to be
Inducted into the army,
Young Clark's father is a
retired army major. Clark's
two other sons, Charles L.
Clark, 27, and Richard J. Clark,
21, are serving in Vietnam. A
fourth son, Paul T. Clark, was
in the service until 1964.
Clark's daughter, Penny, 26, is
a former member of the Women's Army Corps,

does with clothes is pretty typical of the major news from the
New York showrooms, where
On Both Burners
the nation's store buyers are
PHILADELPHIA UPI) —
seeing and ordering spring lin- One of the two giant
burners
es.
at a local steel mill consumes
Brooks did the timeless cost- as much natural gas in an hour
umes for Julie Andrews in her as the average family needs to
movie role as Gertrude Law- r heat a home, heat water, burn
rence. the blazing musical come- refuse, dry clothes—as well as
dy star of the the 20's and 30'1 do the cooking—for more than
He's pulled another coup in two years.
The burners. designed by the
his spring wholesale collection
— managing to mix in a bit of Natural Cylinder Gas division
nostalgia with a totally con- of Chemetron Corporation, are
temporary look, and all-girl used to increase the scrap coneven with dozens of pants out- tent in steel made in the mill's
fits. His evening trousers — or basic oxygen furnaces. The bebetter, call them pajamas and hemoths can heat more than
culottes — are flattering to al- 60 tons of scrap from room
temperature to 1,200 degrees F.
most any figure. with their fittIn less than 15 minutes.
ed bodices, and flowing skirt

Shortages of cheap common labor
created by the Civil War and vast
new mining, lumbering and railroad construction projects, brought an upsurge of
Immigration from war-torn, famine-stricken
China into the United States, This "paved
the way," to use one historian's term. "for
the Burlingame Treaty of 1868."
The pact's name came from Anson Burlingame, an American who acted as a friend
of China in negotiations of a Chinese delegation in Washington with President Andrew
Johnson's Secretary of State. The agreement
debarred the U.S. from intervention in Chinese internal administration, left trade privileges to the discretion of the Chinese government and established free immigration

75-D

between the tv.o nations
It was an extraordinary,

idealistic treaty
that did not discourage European powers
from considering China as up-for-grabs. And
the "free immigration" clause was exploited
by shipping companies and dealers in labor.
"Coolies" by the thousands were brought to
Pacific Coast ports for disposal at so much
per head for low-paid occupations into which
Chinese had entered in California Gold Rush_
Much of the hard labor was done by Chinese on the Central Pacific R.R. in the "race"
of that company's construction in 1868 toward a meeting point with the Union Pacific R.R. builders.
Nearly 400,000 Chinese were to enter the
United States before 1882, when further
mass importation of "coolie" ,
labor was cut off
by an Act of
Congress. The act
excluded all Chinese entrants into the country,
except government officials,
teachers, students, merchants,
artists, for some
CLARK
years.

anksgiving dinner may cost a the film wars with "Topaz."
Leon Uris' novel, with a cast
little more this year, bet the of
new faces.
traditional turkey probably won't
according to Agriculture Depart• • •
ment experts.
A wildlife enthusiast countAverage retail food prices cur- ed 21 species of birds in a small
rently are roughly about 3.5 per park in midtown New York,
cent above a year ago, a depart- says the National Geographic.
•
•
•
ment food economist said.
A poultry specialist said, how- Winter sports flourish in
ever, that most retail turkey Australia, which has more
prices probably are very close square miles of snow than
to last Thanksgiving's level de- Switzerland.• • •
spite recent Increases in farm
prices.
The heaviest metal on earth
Turkey prices at the farm is the element osmium.
have been pushed over last year's
• • •
low level by a 16 per cent cut in
The Bay of Fundy has the
production and a series of gover- highest tides in the world, some
nment surplus purchases. But Measuring 60 feet.
• • •
the higher farm prices have not
Jacinto de Barrios y Jaureyet reached wholesale levels to
any great extent, the specialist gui ruled Texas as a Spanish
KINNAIRD
royal governor from 1751 to
said.
Chinese, in
Cie Hester, the poultry ec- 1759.
background, min• • •
onomist, said housewives may
gling with Irish
find some fancy types of turkey
The Columbia River falls 2.laborers si way
priced a few cents per pound 650 feet from its source in
for Central Pacihigher than a year ago. In most British Columbia to the Paciffic R.R. is blastOcean.
ic
cases, however, he said prices
ed In Rockies.
• • •
likely would be "about the saCanada
1967,
In
more
used
me," and would vary as usual
Distributed by King Features Sytid atwith the size of individual birds. petroleum than any other nagallons
"I've seen some heavy tom tion-800 • • •per capita.
turkeys locally as low as 32 Mount Borah, in Idaho, rises
The command module of the
The oldest road in Italy, the
Eighty-five per cent of the
cents a pound and some birds to a height of 12,655 feet.
Apollo spacecraft contains al- Appian Way covering 350 miles newsprint produced in Canada
•
•
•
as high as 45 cents," Hester
most 15 miles of wire, enough from Rome to Brindisi, was is purchased by firms in the
Missouri is also known as the for 50 average
said.
homes.
built in 312 B.C.
United States. Show Me State.
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STARTING FRIDAY 9:00 A.M. SHARP!!

AFTER THANKSGIVING

FABRIC SALE !

What designer Donald Brooks

Center
'I
57
00 P '14

N?NN=NZ ALF:Info

Carradme and his son, David
will appear together professionally for the first time in
"The Good Guys and the Bad
Guys" starring Robert Mitchum and George Kennedy.

• •

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 21, 1968

Father-Son

Our Annual After-Thanksgiving Fabric Sale starts Friday, 9:00 a.m. We must make room
for new Spring Fabrics now in transit. Hurry, for these timely Fabric Savings!!
NOW. . . SAVE UP TO '4.00 A YARD ON IMPORTED

—

Regular $2.99 to '5.99 Yd. Values

Here It is! Finest Holiday and Party Fabric,a now at unbelieveable savings.
Never before such fine Luxury Fabrics at such a low, low price. Now
is the
time to save on these fine fabrics while
you still have time to make your
Holiday formal!
Imported Lurex Brocades
Imported Oriental Tapestries
'
Lurex Blister Fabrics
AND MANY, MANY OTHERS
so' Multi-color Floral Jacquards pf V gr
w
v
v
V w
• *
se°

PASTEL WOOLENS
A Sensational Mill purchase. Brand New pastel W oolens for Holiday and early Spring Wear. Never

before such fine woolens at such a low, low price! Choose from 20 New Pastel Shades including
White, Navy, and Black! All brand new fabrics . . Hurry, for best selection!
se' WOOL AND NYLON FLANNELS
P4
' WOOL AND MOHAIR BOUCLES
CONTROL
TOWER

MAGNETIC
SEPARATORS

so WOOL AND LYCRA SUMNGS

/

o.et ice

CPSCsmos

so
, 20 NEW PASTEL SHADES

'How
POLorD

ao FULL BOLTS, FINEST QUALITY
SAVE UP TO $5.00 A YARD

Don't miss this sensational After-Thanksgiving Fabric Sale! Be there when the door
opens Friday, 9:00 a.m. sharp! It's the
Fabric Event of the season!

million mechanical .monater in
be the answer to the problem
The overall view tocii shows
waiting to be processed, and
Ilower a 4.111" is about to be ingested. The 485-foot fragmentizer iOn l'nr`n* Up an auto and spit it out in six-inch
pieces in 0 little more than a minute.

AUTO EATEeaTh,ls is a $2
Gambrinus.71Frio. that may
of automobile graveyards.
junked autos 'upper left'

•
weefeeTet

e

•
•

•••••

.•
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Fashion To
Encourage
Chest Cold

•

PAGE 13.1

By PATRICIA MCCORMACK

REAL 1

0
NEW YORK UPI - Pucker tgi
and whistle.
That's what the girl watchers
of America will do when they
see the batch of peek-a-boo dresses the nation's trendsetting deFRANC DISCUSSION West Germany's Finance [truster Karl Schiller (left,. Italy's Fisigners are ordering Lip for sprnance Minister Er'mlio Colombo and U S. Treasury Secretary Henry Fowler are shown in
ing and summer.
Bonn at the 10-nation monetary meeting on the French franc. The fnines current instabilWhen women wearing them go
ity threatens finance a western nations.
anywhere, the air conditioning
had better be on low-to avoid
cholds.
chest
PLANE SET AFIRE OVER ROCKIES Lawrence B Havelock. 47,
level.
Murray
ductor at
University High
Neckling Plunge
retired Air Fi-rce sergeant who recently underwent brain
Paul Shahan, associate profe- School.
.orgery, is taken to City Jail in Denver, Colo., after he alMuch of the exposure is acssor of music at the University
legedly ignited a fire in a restroom (center) aboard a
will conduct the senior band, Ernie Williams, Donna Jones and hieved via v-necklines that plunwhile Dr. Josiah Darnall, also Larry Shaker in the senior band. ge to the waist or lower. Such
of the Murray music faculty, will Mr. Phil Shelton is their conduc- dresses, seen in many collect
ions as the designers show theconduct the junior band.
aced with a whole new environtor at Murray High School.
ir newest to the nation's buyers,
Following a day of rehearsaLs,
ment with very strange people—
without
be
are
worn
meant
to
the two Ccuids will present a joint Betty Jo Ward,John McKee,Dean
all trying to help, but he is just
support
of
any kind.
concert in the University Audit- Willis, Drake Hall and Patsy Inner
not quite sure if he can trust
Other exposure is via cut-outs
oriurn, beginning at 7 p.m.
them—or anyone.
Fitts in the junior band. Mr.DavDuring the day, DonStory,pro- id Berry is their conductor at baring parts of the mid-section.
One of the many days, which
Two hundred and ainet) senior
Consider some of the things seen:
seem to be all alike, he will be
Rnd junior high school band mem- fessor of clarinet at Murray,also Murray Jr. High School.
Mollie
Parnis
had
transparent
told he is going to a foster home,
bers., representing 85 schools, will present a workshop for Adis—
insets in the midriff section of
where he will live like a child of
have been selected to parucipate Bing high school band directors.
several dresses. Long a designer
that family. Frightened and unin the Zist annual Quad-State Band It will be held at 2 p.m. in the Disney Characters
of "ladies clothes" and a favorFestival Monday, Dec. 2, at Mur- ballroom of the Student Union In Big Brailla
homes Ls willing, he finds the family, whiite of Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson, The lack of foster
ray State University.
up/
y
t
through ch is to be his family, really does
who,
children
greater
for
Los ANoFt -w-s
Mrs.
Parnes
V.
even
showed a
At. 4 p.m. the University brass
The event, the second in a
own, are termed want him and does care and will
is a kind of special room plunge for the nobra
of
their
fault
no
set.
series ot three annual bur-state choir will present a program in at the Jules Stein Eye InstiIn the Tiffeau and Busch coll- "hard to place." These include
m*ic festivals held by the Univ- the auditorium for the visiting tute on the UCLA campus. It
Negro children, older children,
ersity, is co-sponsored by the band members and their direct- was designed by the late Walt ection a no-bra dress just had and those with either physical or
crosses
of
fabric
across
the
Disney to enable blind and
Murray State music department ors.
mental handicaps. The need of
Among those participating will near-blind children below the bosom line.
and the First District Kentucky
their placement is a problem
Oscar
de
la
Renta,
twice
a
famed
the
"see"
10
to
age
of
be
the
following
from
the
Murray
Music Fiducators Association. 1
winner of the Coty Award, used familiar and painful to persons
characters he produced
The foieNtates represented will' area:
with
covered
are
walls
the
The
Deep-V on both daytime, late concerned with their future.
be Kentucky, Tennessee, Winois
A five year old Negro,affected
Mickfigures
of
mosaic
blocked
day
and formals. The plunges on
Aileen Palmer in the senior band,
and Missouri.
by an organic speech problem,
ey Mouse, Donald Duck. Pluto
The third is the Quad-State and La Donna Maupin and Becky and the rest of the Disney long evening gowns were the brought on by partial deafness,
String Orchestra Festival, sched- Holt in the junior band. Mrs. gang. The children "see" the most severe.
is an example of a child alone.
Very Brief Tops
uled for Jan. 20. It will be held Carolyn Pigg is the conductor characters by running their
He is from an urban ghetto and
Adele
Simpson
stated
the
case
at the Calloway County Schools. ,fingers over them.
in Paducah.
from
a broken family, a not unfor the body beautiful by showing
The band members participate
chiffon harem-pants outfits with usual condition for the families
Inc have been assigned to either Mary Caudill in the senior band,.Mixed Wims
brief tops most frequently seen In his neighborhood.
the senior band or the junior and Cathy Christopher and David
MANILA .1:PI. — A stereo on belly dancers.
Finally, due to the conditions
hand, depending upon their grade Simms in the junior band. Mr. hi-11 fan is in trouble with govIn the project apartment and to
Christian
Dior-New
York
showLeonard D. Whitmer is the con- ernment investigators
ed a gold and white sari printed the physical and emotional state
They said a public works ofnumber
transparent enough in of the child and the rest of his
ficiaE- in Rizal province apparorganza
to spot the bikini-type family, the court awarded him
'Milt spent 8.500 pesos 4 $2.150)
and his brothers and sisters to
panties
beneath.
for a hi-fl set for his office that
At
the
opposite of the uncov- the custody of the Department of
showed up on the inventory as
an office intercommunication ered look was Mrs. Simpson's Child Welfare. The children are
system.
wardrobe worn on the back. It open for adoption or to be cared
consisted of pants, coat, wrap for by welfare agencies until they
around skirt and tunic dress. reach the age where they can care
Wilda Signed
The top of the dress doubled for themselves, which is a long
HOLLYWOOD 4UPI)—Corway off for a five year old.
net Wilde signed with Colum- as a blouse when worn with the
Even though things at home
bia for a role in "Billy Bright'.wrap around skirt. For accent
which stars Dick Van Dyke there was a six-foot long signat- were had, it was home and the
child was used to it. Now-fte is
and Mickey Rooney.
ure scarf.

85 Schools

Represented
In Festival

Foster Home
Is Scarce
For Many

_

here

•
Continental Airways 707 jetliner (right, over the Colorado
Rockies. The thick, acrid smoke forced the 63 passengers
and seven crew members to use oxygen masks. No one was
injured. Sen. Clifford Hansen of Wyoming was a passenger

help him. He Is very happy—once
in a very long time. He has a
home.
Are you concerned about children caught in these circumstances?
Then perhaps you can help
by taking one of these children
into your home. If you feel you
can help--if you want to help,
contact: John D. Barbour, Foster
Care, Department Of Child Welfare, 403 Wapping Street, Frank-

fort, Kentucky, 40601, Area Code:
502 564-4650, or contact your
local Child Welfare Department.

•

Patty for 'Journey'
HOLLYWOOD
UPI i—Patty Duke will star In a guest
role in an episode of the new
television series "Journey to
the Unknown "

YOUR HUNTING
illeiWiali
HEIP A77
1
RTERS
.5 and COLT DEALER
* REMINGTON 1100 AUTOMATIC SHOTGUN
* REMINGTON 870 PUMP SHOTGUN
Large Stock Now! No More Until Next Spring!

Si

1.00 HOLDS ANY GUN IN LAY-A-WAY —

All Kinds of Rifles
Colt Revolvers - Pistols - All Types of Guns
Full Range of Guns . . . Any Type

When in a plane or on a boat
or train this is worn turban style,
with streamers trailing down the
back.
Other times it can be worn as
a sash, as a neckscarf-with streamers off to one side, down the
back or front, or tied in a hugh
bow.

HOLLYWOOD(UPI —Rob-

THREE POUCEMEN WOUNDED IN SHOOTOUT Two of sever,
men are apprehended ;top, by police after they emerged
shooting, from a panel truck ilower i which was stopped for
investigation in a gas station holdup. Three policemen were
woonded. two seriously, in the gun fight with.seven Negroes

PRESIDENT-ELECT Nixon bends
down to sign his autograph
for a little girl outside his
apartment in New York

Younger Chorus Girls
NEW YORK , UPI — The
chorus line at Jules Podell's
Copacabana is the youngest in
the cafe's 28-year history. The
average age of the beauties is
19. One, who is 20, says: "I'm
considered the old lady in the
line."

USED P ISTOLS, RIFLES,SHOTGUNS
30-30 BUFFALO RIFLES

NEW ERIC
living mom
hinstion fa
rem 1%
Hotpoint a
on wooded

*NICE 1-Bed
&timer. PI
753$7550.

Deposit
For 50
Weeks 1
.25

The Murray Electric System Will Be

Closed Thursday and Friday

200
3.00
5.00
10.00

AUTOMC

1960 VW,
gine. Pbotu

1963 BUIC
power and
soluble. Ph

1966 PLY/i
door hiardt
terior, engt
power ate.
&a, five t
ins oversew
Call 753-88'

WAN'
WANTED:
Snore ono
713-11054.

INS URA
ESTATE

START NOW BY JOINING
THE CHRISTMAS CLUB AT
THE PEOPLES BANK

CLUB CLASSES

SPANI

205 S. at

$17,000

You
Will
Receive
$12.50

CA

•

$17,000 P
Bonus foi
Murray ar
trips to
Air mail
Texas Re
711, For
76101

100.00
150.00
250.00
500 cot

•

November 18 8: 29

-•

Your Authorized Colt Dealer

Could You Use
$150- $250 - $500
For
CHRISTMAS
In
1969

ert Reed has been cast by
Paramotnit Television to star
in the pilot for a new situation comedy, —The
Brady
Brood"

$au

— ALL ACCESSORIES —
CLEANING EQUIPMENT - CASES . .
ANYTHING YOU NEED!!

itSMISSitStitSMSSMSSSMStitSS'SSSVISSMSSS

Rood Cast

NEW 3,1
Westwood
trad beat,
huge den,
range and
ity and
kat with
Posseankt
15 ACRE
AGrove B.
'brick bon
ProPtilitY
tt. A pots
ment on 4
2-BEDROC
port in Hi
on comer
nomad and
Nice Ih004
Price
LOT 120'
ORoed wttt
aod Bold 1
sr. This Is
on black 1
NEW R-FIE
view Aro
room, fail
with rang
carport it
lot A goo
FARMS-0
eall fenced
room bout
cattle tart
New Provk
200 ACRE
all in pen
production
frame hos
value.
GOOD 3-Bt
acres, 8 I
Call us tot
ChM propel
En US T
Estate.
FULTON
and Maple
Mc
7333;
Young, Bn
Patterson,

•

NC

For Emergency
Please Call One Of The Following Numbers

753-4756
753.1273

753.5071

753-6206
753-3453,-

MIVR)Val?',41110111Vintftn?betfrOM)
MIPINVflrOMWEtWillOift,
1•

_

PEOPLES/BANK

Rev.
PAPERS STOP BULLET
ROMS Owens, FA, points to
hole in his coat and it nick
In a stack of religious papers
, that stopped a bullet fired at
,him point, blank on is street
In Compton, Calif. Two
yrr.irths were arrested later
on charges of suspicion of
Aiihbery and ;Assault with trtcnt to commit mortho

LAUNOR

1%1 u-RRAy Ky.

Pho
A

MEMBER FDIC
itSSSSISSSiittStMittiiitititittiliStSVISStStiii
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Road Costs
TULSA, Okla. UPI)-An(
estimated $14.7 billion WM
spent during 1967 on the United State's 3.7 million miles of
roads and streets, according to
the American Petroleum Institute.
The API said that figure
compared to about $15 billion
spent on 6.2 million miles of
roads in the 145 other countries and territories supplying
Information to the International Road Federation.

Dutch Import Record
Second Hand Cars
AMSTERDAM I UPI'-The
Dutch imported a record 56,376 second hand automobiles
in 1967, including 53.039 from
West Germany. These imports,
frowned on by road safety authorities but not acted against,
had a value of 40 million guilders ($1.1 million).

LOST ME POUND
NOTICE!
LOST: Male Beetle, white with
POR muff
In accordance with Kentucky
lemon spots Has collar bearing
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in
Westwood neer lab with cen- NEWLY OPENED in Murray, • Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
name of I-Lirold Maupin, Route
studio specialising in weddings 25.200: Notice is hereby given ONE DOUBLE room
5, Murray. phone 436-5470.
for guts,
teal heat, carpets, living mom, and fine portraiture.
BUENOS AIRES (UPI -of
For ap- that a report of Final settle- electric hest, private bath, air
Answers to name of "TIP". See
huge den, and kitchen; built-in pointment call
investment capital belonging to
TUBB'S
STUDIO
accounts
was
of
on
ment
owner at 1307 Overby Drive or
conditioner, kitchen privileges.
range and cabinets galore; util- 223 South
the 50 largest companies in Ar13th. 753-3007.
Nov. 25th., 1968 filed by Irene Rent reasonable. Call 753-4515
phone 753-6030.
ity and prep, on nice high
TF'NC
gentina, 49 per cent is ArgenN-27-NC
Hopper,
Executrix of the Estate after 5:00 p. m.
The San Diego, Calif. zoo, tine, both private and public,
Int wet paved double drive
of Mrs. N. A. Pate, Dec'd.,
one
most
of
the
famous,
houses
Paganish with deed.
EVERY MONDAY night, 5:00
29 per cent is European and
BLACK ANGUS cattle, 1 heifer Fancy Facts
And that the same has been 2-BEDROOM house
more than 4.500 anneals.
22 per cent is North American,
15 ACRES south of Lome D. in. to 10:00 p. m., Si fried
and 17 x 2 steers, 1 registered bull
NEW YORK UPI)-A mulapproved
the
by
Calloway
Co/hams Baptist Church. Several chicken,
60' trailer. Available now. papers. Seventy-five acre
whipped
potatoes,
ti-purpose annual report that
Court and ordered filed Phone
while& homes built near to this country gravy, cole slaw, rolls unty
492-8404.
D-2-P and cattle farm. Phone 7
serves four functions - sales
over
to
exceptions.
lie
Any
for
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
PralmsitY Might my Y041 to see and butter, $1.00. Holiday Inn, person desiring to file any
promotion, customer relations,
7233.
Nexit. A possible 25 lot develop- Hwy. 541 South, Murray, KY. ception thereto
personnel recruiting, and em1 AND 2 bedroom furnished
do
will
so
on
1403 03301 002
Met oe a country estate.
ploye and investor information
available
apartments,
ACROSS
now. 12' x 16' LIGHT Green ca
Dec.-20-C or before
2 Region
003 M000 0BUW
BBEDROOM FRAME with car
501 nylon. Sells new for $5.95 -has been issued by Kimberafter
753-3372
Phone
and
5:00
3-Daughter
of
000000
BOO MR
Dec. 23, 1968 or be forever
1 Solt food
pcat in Hegel Newly decorated See GONE WITH THE WIND
queen
p. in. phone 489-2363. N-29-C a yard, asking $3.00 a yard. ly-Clark.
UNI0 000 3110
barred.
4-Manuscrip
at
ts
the
new
CHERI
Theatre
startPool table, $15.00. Set of Ency- The report, consisting of a
on corner If, carpet,
OCIBM r.JI2ti
OG9
4-Small rug
(abbe )
dopedta Britannic& with book set of colored photographs,
MG0 000 HOU
boned and anteruza, % caah, bat ing Christmas for three wesim. Witness my hand this 23rd 2-BEDROOM house
a
5-Flat fish
with
carport,
of
Nov.
day
1968.
7-Afrwan
00
CIO0000N 00
financial review, a feature
N-30-C
ence monthly, 10 years to pay.
6-Spoils arenas
baseboard heat. Wired for wash- case, $40.00. Phone 753-1836.
gazelle
By D. W. Shoemaker,
MOV U00 1000
N.20.c magazine and an attractive 12$.
Price $8500.00.
7-Worm
mistaken
er and dryer. Couples only.
ELECTROLUX
MOT
County
000 MDR
Court
Clerk,
SALES
&
Ser.
Florentine-patterned portfolio 13 Likely
WT 120' x 200' on Old Salem vice,
8-Fall into disuse
ROG WOM AMU
Close in Phone 7534987 after WALL GAS heater and fan. If cover, reflects
Box 213 Murray, Ey, C.
Calloway County,
the
corporation's
water,
with
Road
tank
septic
14-More
rational
•
DC MMO ODME100
9 Dye plant
5:00 p m.N-29-C interested, phone 7534818.
IL Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
Kentucky
growth and progress for the
15-Und of
and Bold line for a house trail000U 0M00 WOO
10-Roman tyrant
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
Lynnville,
Portuguese
KY
past
fiscal
year.
N-26-C
00M EID00
building
a
good
11
is
.Traced
atte
er. This
BRICK HOME near college, 4
currency
1TP bedrooms,
27
By using an art magazine
17-Roman date
on black top, $2400.00.
2 baths, $125.00. BEAGLE PUPPIES and blue
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT16-Happen
19-Edible fish
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in Fair- Murray Woman's Club cook30-Worm
41 Rim
Phone 753-4746 after 4:00 p. m. tkk puppies'. Phone 753-8'722 approach, the diversified Pa18-Makes into
NOTICE
per manufacturing company
23-Courage
leather
32 Candle
42 Condescending
view Acres. Has large living books and Kentucky scenic
In accordance with Kentucky
N-30-C between 8:00 a. in. and 5:00 p. describes
24-Commonplace
its involvement in
look
20.Fuss
34 Chef executive
room, family room, kitchen, placements. Call 435-2345 or 753- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25-Paid notices
m.
N-29-P
43 Portico
(abbr
serving
)
the
21
Sluggish
needs
of
"The
New
with range, 1% baths, utility, 4496 for information. Dec.-19-C 25.200: Notice is hereby given 10' a 50' TRAILER, reasonable
26-Latin for
3) Sea nymph
46 Mental image
22 Proceed
N-30-C CAMERA, vaporizer, Clariol Generation" in addition to recarport and enrage, on large
that a report of final settle- Phone 753-6200.
39 Musical
47 Strokes
25-Girl's name
porting its
Young
tree
28
instruments
hair setter, ladies Reiningtoo formation. basic financial inIf. A good buy at $18,000.00. LADIES, for free brochure on ment of accounts was on
49.Female ruff
27 Roman bronze
29 Period of time
50.Attempt
40 Seagoing vessel
electric razor, formal gown, size
FARMS-112 acres on black top, most modern method of hair
25 Bishopric
Nov 25th., 1968 filed by DoroHELP WANTRD
removal,
31 Sandy waste
write Edith's Beauty thy McNabb, Executrix of the
10. All like new. Phone 762*all fenced and sowed down, 41
2 3 : 4
5 0
10 11
8
9
33-Stage extras
room house. This Is a good Shop, Route 1, or call 753-3989. Estate of Herman Futrell, NEED TEACHER instructor 2567 after 3.00 p. in. N-29-C Eating Out Is In
-:.•'
(coital.)
and aid to run the Day Care
cattle farm, % mile south of
N-29-NC Dec'd,.
NEW
YORK (UPI/ -With
12
0" 14
35.Destress
ei.. 13
el1::.
•*#
New Providence.
and that the same has been Center for retarded children, BIRD DOG, 6 years old, regist- Personal income and leisure
signal
'
416
15
17
36.Lar5e truck
330 ACRES, a fine cattle farm,
NOTICE
approved by the Calloway Co-. beginning the first of the year. ered pointer, female. Double time on the increase, Amerisired
by
national champion. Call
38 Regions
In accordance with Kentucky unty Court and ordered filed Call Mrs. Cole 435-4752. N-27-C
all In permanent pasture, high
cans are eating more and more
19
18
\';•.
:
•1
20
..r!g' 21
Lennis Houston, 753-6815 after of their
39 Repulsed
l•.',...
production farm with large Statutes, Sections 25.195 and to lie over for exceptions. Any
meals away from
•.•24
WANTED
Dish
washer.
7:00
41 Othennse
p.
Apply
m.
N-30-P
25200:
Notice is hereby given person desiring to file any exhome, the National Biscuit
frame home. This is a good
v;•'-k..'
;',-;r22
23
'
724
44-Silkworm
•/..':•.•
•:.',..(.•:':
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that a report of Final settlement :option thereto will do so on in person at Triangle Inn, Hwy. 1967 MUSTANG, 390, 4-speed. Company reports.
value.
c. i
45.Undergarment
25 26
641
South.
'
N-30-C
27
• •,28 29 3(3
About $30 billion a year is
GOOD 3-Bedroom Home and 10 of accounts was on
or before
'.
48 Hindrance
(:•:-.,
Like new. Gibson bass guitar
Nov. 25, 1968 filed James
acres, 8 miles from Murray.
51-Mountain in
Dec. 23, 1968 or be forever
34
31
32 r733
and new Gibson amplifier. Both now spent for food that is conCrete
Call us for appointment to see M. Lassiter, Administrator of barred.
like new. Call 753-1497 or 753- sumed away from home-in
Crystal
52
lined
35
restaurants, cafeterias, drug
••:.• 38
;
3
the estate of Herbert Harris
V 36
*this property.
Witness my hand this 25th"
WANTED TO BUY
7542.
•Mri
ITC stores and other dining
nodule of stone
places,
SEE US TO BUY or sell Real Miller, Dec'd.,
day of Nov. 1988.
53 Cornparatree
.. 39
Vs.%
40
V*::'•:.:
,-,
Villr d',, „•;'v
AKC BOSTON Terrier, female the company says, in estimatending
Estate.
V•
•eV
By D. W. Shoemaker,
And
that
the
same
has
been
that
ing
the
total
will
reach
41
42
•w43
Y
•:.44
rie 45
54-Openwork
WANTED.46 47
puppies.
Puryear,
Good
set
of used
Tenn., 247FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
County
Court
Clerk,
•
approved by the Calloway Cofabric
$40
billion
by
1971
and
$50
bilWorld
3932.
Books.
Phone 753-3558.
N-30-P
and Maple; Office phone 753Calloway County,
48
49
55.Wipe out
50
unty Court and ordered filed
lion by 1974 Food processors
N-77-C
7333; Home
phone-Fulton
Kentucky
56-And
Are.
to lie over for exceptions. Any
TWO
TOY
white
Poodles,
AKC like Nabisco are capitalizing on
Young, Broker, 753-4948; R. B.
52
53
By:
57-Aeriform
fluid
Dewey
Ragsdale,
D
C WANTED Shell and ear corn. registered, two males, $80.00 this trend by developing new
,•',..,•,
fl
.54
person de 'ring to file any exPatterson, ealennezi, 436-5897.
1TP Stella Feed Mill. Phone 753- each. Cali after 5 p. m., 753- foods and packaging, the comception thereto will do so on
DOWN
55
v•:•: 7
'
'
'
''
',
64
N-29-C or before
...A.
1356.
N-29-C 3949.
N-30-P pany says.
NOTICE
1-Saucy
Distr by United Feature Syn.:1*st', Inc.
27
Dec. 22, 1968 or be forever
In accordance with Kentucky
BRICE HOUSE; three bedroom.,
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
A,UM baths. custom draperies barred.
Witness my hand this 25th 25.200: Notice is hereby given
sad carpel 11111011hasal
that a report of Final settlement
900. OM 'MUM toe appoil. day of Nov. 1968
By D. W. Shoemaker,
of accounts was on
mat
TPC
County Court Clerk,
Nov. 25th., 1968 filed by
ARE
STUPID ?EAGLE,I CORED t/OU,
I CAN'T RUN MY OFFICE
DO YOU THINK WE P9e041ATRI6T5
NEW BRICK home, 3 bedrooms,
Calloway County,
Nat Ryan Hughes, Administra4iDiJ
GOING
TO
NU I WANT TO BE PAW!
AND
Being mom with fireplace, comKentucky
ARE IN 1:51P5INE..5 FOR
ON NOTHING!
tor of the Estate of Fred HarIdeetios family room and kitBy Dewey Ragsdale D C gis, Dec'd.,
PAY LON DOCTOR
-0,
OUR MENTAL MEALTH.7! '
, I% baths, utility room,
1TP
And that the same has been
-,
BILL ?!
^,
Illageellet appliances gas hest,
approved by the Calloway CeOS Weeded lot. Phone 753-1405.
linty Court and ordered filed
NoTICU
N-364
In accordance with Kentucky to lie over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file any es,1•
Olden 3-Bedroom brick, air-con- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
k
G
dEkser. Priced to sell. noes 25.200: Notice is hereby give ception thereto will do so on
Oi
4
111
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i4
1
4
Ar
that a report of final settle- or before
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Wke0/1.- di ‘r/k-y.- 1 -40-C
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•I ki- ......
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barred.
Nov.
25,
1968
filed
by
Sadie
V
.
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° --------AUTOMOSILIS POR SALE
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a
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'
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MSS
it- 27
_ all Witness my hand this 25th
Nell Jones, Executrix of the
1900 VW, nice car. Rebuilt en- Estate of W. Garnett Jones, day of Nov 1968
By D. W. Shoemaker,
gine Phone 753-8124.
N-27-C Dec'd.,
and that the same has been
County Covrt Clerk,
1963 BUICK Electra 225. All approved by the Calloway CoCalloway County
power and air. New tires. Rea- unty Court and ordered filed
Kentucky
gamble. Phone 435-2139. N-30-C to lie over for exceptions. Any
By Dewey Ragsdale D C
ITP
1988 PLYMOUTH Fury ifi, 2. person desiring to file any exsH, I.642OKAY- WE
door hardtop, white, blue in- ception thereto will do so on
NOTICE
or
before
terior, engine 318, factory air,
HAVE ONE
In accordance with Kentucky WE'D
Dec. 23, 1968 or be forever
power steering, automatic, raStatutes, Sections 25.195 and LIKE
INSTRUM
ENT
barred.
(1io, five new whitewalls. Go25.200: Notice is hereby given
LEFT
ing overseas mane for selling. Witness my hand this 25th that a report of Final settlement TO JOIN
day of Nov. 1968,
Call 753-8879.
of accounts was on
N-30-P
THE
By D. W. Shoemaker,
Nov. 25th., 1968 filed by John
County Court Clerk,
SCHOOL
WANTS!) TO RENT
A. Gregory Jr., Administrator
Calloway County,
of the Estate of Ralph J. JorBAND
WANTED: Game for one or
Kentucky
•
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C dan, Dec'd.,
snore cars. Phone 753-7217 or
7634064.
1TP
and that the same has been
TFC
approved by the Calloway CoNOTICE
unty Court and ordered filed
In accordance with Kentucky to lie over for exceptions. Any
Sections
195
Statutes,
and
25
-Forperson desiring to file any ex25.200: Notice is hereby given ceptions thereto will do so on
INSURANCE & REAL
•. I
u •
•••••• ,••••••41
that a report of final settle- or before
C In. a, id••••ve
ESTATE & MORTGAG
ment of accounts was on
Dec. 23, 1968 or be forever
LOANS
- Nov. 25, 1968 filed by Guy barred.
Tynes, Administrator of the
Witness my hand this 25th
„Estate of Elwanda Z. Tynes, day of Nov. 1968.
sPANN
WILSON
Dec'd.,
By D. W. Shoemaker,
205 S. 4th
Murray, Ky
and that the same has been
County Court Clerk,
Al- LOVES TH
approved by the Calloway CoCalloway County,
DEEP SI LENCE 0'
unty Court and ordered filed
Kentucky
TH VAST
to lie over for exceptions. Any
By Dewey Rag,adale, D C
person desiring to file any exLDERNESS,
1TP
ception thereto will do so on
DON'T "10:
217,000 PLUS REGULAR
or before
TIN`i
NEW fashion colors are Sue's
CASH BONUS
Dec. 23. 1988 or be forever delight She keeps
her carpet
barred.
colors bright-with Blue LusWitness my hand this 25th tre! Rent
217,000 Plus Regular Cash
electric shampooer
day
of
Nov.
1968.
$1. Tidwell's Paint Store. N-30-C
Bonus for man over 40 in
By D. W. Shoemaker,
Murray area. Take short auto
County Court Clerk,
SALLY'. in-laws coining. She
trips to contact customers.
Calloway County,
didn't flu.ster-cleaned the carKentucky
pets with Blue Lustre. Rent
Air mail A. J. Pate, Pres.,
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C electric shampooer $1. Western
Texas Refinery Corp., Box
1TP Auto Store.
D-2-C
711, Fort Worth, Texas
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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(-tigers
le was
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irea Code:
[tact your
par tment.

& TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
GOLF C1,[118, 10 iron. and 4
woods, Wilson championship registered. lied leather reminder
grips. Bag arid also golf cart,
$85.00. (Atli 753-3949 after 5
p. in.
N-30-P

1
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NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
23.200: Notice is hereby given
that a report of final settleOPPORTUNITIES
ment of accounts was on
Nov. 25th., 1968 filed by MarNOW OPEN
ian Sharbrough, Executrix of
the Estate of Clayton Lamar
at
Sharbrough, Dec'd.,
and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County Court and ordered filed
to lie over for exceptions. Any
LAUNDRY & CLE4NtRS person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on
Phono 753-2552
or before
Dec 23, 1968 or be forever
Agi 111-55
barred
Witness my hand this 25th
1 Steam Finishers
day of Nov. 1968.
By D. W. Shoemaker,
2 Janitors
County Court Clerk,
3 Part Time Workers
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
•
1TP
78101.

•

N-29-P

Boone's

DANIEL BOONE Chicken and
Beef on Chestnut, where "It
may be good and not be ours,
but it can't be ours and not be
good", will be closed Thursday, Thanksgiving day.
ITC
"BELTON'S factory fresh kw
lag aid batteries for efl
hearing aids. Wallis Dn1110.

any

SERVICES OFFERED

I PONT EVEN
WHY IS IT SO
IMPORTANT FOR. KNOW HER, MAW,
'100 ID FIND THIS IT'S FOR ABB1ERDW NA
SHE'S ROWENA'S
SISTER- THAT I'M
DOIN' THIS .
-t;
1

SO YOU'RE THE YOUNG
MAN WHO'S LOOKING FOR A FREE
RIPE TO PARIS, TO LOCATE YOUR
LONG -LOST AUNT,'
WHAT DID YOU SAY HER
NAME IS OR WAS 7

sa

A DRESSY GAL CLAIMit-l' TO BE V
ROWE144.SHOWS UP, EXPL A IN IN'
THAT Pt
C. SURGERY MADE HER.
LOOK SO YOU
BUT AFTER SHE TAKES
OFF WITH A STOCK
ERTIFICATE, WE
SET

/

FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and

14k.

'rsr4
‘-•

REF.AIRS or REMODELING.
FREE estimates. Call 7524121
or 435-4851.
Dee.-17-C
NOTICE: We repaire all makes
Vacuum cleaners, toasters, mixers, irons, heaters, all small
appliances. Ward & Elkins, 409
Dec 2115-C
Maple.
•

e!
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WEDNESDAY-NOVEMBER 27, 1988
Proposal One also calls for the
hiring of two additional policemen and two firemen.
(ConHnond Front ewe 1)
(Continued Prow Polo it
(Continued Proust Pule 1)
(Cennnued From Page 11
(Continued From Pogo 11
Mayor Ellis told the council
ray, Virginia, it takes about
on consecutive Sunday even- which we
(Continued From Pogo 11
acknowledge, gladly ins. fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
living increase and that the that during 1909 one of the
years of drippings to form one ings: Inunanuel Lutheran, First or grudgingly u
of
the case may
of Volunteers, reported Mat 44
W. E Hodges, driving while six per cent increase proposed goals for the year would be
cubic inch of cave onyx
Christian, First Presbyterian, be, that there may
"Tag, You Are It" was the local women, worked during
be some intoxicated, fined $100.00 outs would be Larger than the
the establishment of a retire3.9
First United Methodist, St. good things in our
lives which $4.30, no operator's license, fin
ment system for other city em- subject of the talk presented the day Most of these are the
figure.
There are twenty-six churches John's Episcopal and St. Leo's are not directly
by Mrs. Leonard Wood at the volunteers who regularly' work
traceable to our
He told the council that the ployees. The only employees of meeting of the
in the City of Murray alone. Catholic. The theme of t he own hard work and other virt- ed $15.00 costs $430.
Kirksey School at the hospital but several were
the
city
now
having
such
a
Eighty to tune) in the county. School was "New Forms Of
W S Choat, public drunken- first three requests of the City system
.
are those of the Police Parent-Teacher Association held women who just wanted to
were
not
Police
new
out
fined
$15
mete
no
of
Missions." Classes were arrangreason
The pitfall in this approach
on Tuesday evening at the help. In addition, many of the
and Fire Departments.
A nue of awe hung over a ed for adults, senior and jun- is that those who take
M. A Holt, driving while in- and that in all probability the
it are
The council agreed that such school.
student nurses were on hand
could
meet
them.
The
city
last
large automobile club in Sou- ior highs, elementary and pre- apt to give God credit
for good toxicated, amended to reckless.
a system should be set up if It
Mrs. Wood, remedial reading for work.
thern California ever since a elementary children.
luck while musing secret grud- driving, fined $100.00 costs . request of a $65.00 pay Sine can be properly
This year's operation was
financed.
teacher for Lynn Grove and Alhowever is outside the capabilwoman came in recently for
$4.50.
Mrs, James Rudy Allbritten ges against him for
any bad
It is expected that a Citizens to Schools, said that of the sponsored by the Ranger Come city, the saihd. Ordpoi. . ities .ofdithated
her license renewal She was was the Director of the School. luck that befalls them. In
G.
D.
Dearborn,
illegal
either
Advisory Committee will be ap- three, school, church, and home, pany of the R.O.T.C. Majors
way
uked if she had her renewal Adult discussion leaders were: event, they run the
risk of at. session of alcoholic beverages,
pointed to meet with the Fin- the latter has the most influ- William Hudson and Robert
for
the
Police
raise
card
Joe Brunk, John Brunschwyler, tributing to express
Department
fined
$15.00
costs $420.
divine vol.
ance Committee, Mayor a n d
ence on the child. She said as Williams served on the Blood
would cost the city about $12,"My when" she queried.
Martha Carter, W. C. Duncen, ition events which result
from
J. D Lynch, driving while 000 a year, a sum that it does other members of the council a teacher to the parents to gin Program Committee.
fhe clerk described the per- Bailey Gore, Paul Lynn, Mar- the random workings
of a nat- intoxicated, amended to
to
study the possibility of a her a child who is fairly ready
Mrs. Jean Blankenship, Red
reek- not have.
forated card motorists received garet Porter, Frank Roberts. ural order in which
God has less driving, fined $100.00
costs
Two proposals were present- payroll tax for the city of Mur- for the school day, whose mind Cross Chapter Executive, is the
from Sacramento which identi- Retina Senter, Mrs. Harry seen tit, for our soul's
health,
ray. A one per cent payroll tax is enough at
ease to be able co-ordinator of the operation;
ed to the council last night, by
fied the car, the fee to be paid, Sparks, Mrs. J. D. Teitloff, sod to leave room for chance, en '$450.
would bring in approximately comprehend what is said a t with the Nashville Red Cross
F W Dye, illegal possession Mr Ordway.
Mrs. James Weatherly.
and looked like a check.
cidents, uncertainty, danger and
of alcoholic beverages, fined
Proposal One called for a $300,000, however if the city school, who brings a code of Regional Blood Center.
Senior High leaders includ- pain, as well as undeserved
"Is that what that was," expro- $15.00 costs $4.50.
privilege licenses are removed good morals to live by, and who
claimed the woman "I saw the ed: Rev. Robert Burchell, Mrs. sperity, health,,
budget
to be drawn on the bas- and
bie Parrish, treasurer, gave
happiness, love,
the city auto sticker re- respects himself.
Tooley,
driving
F.
M.
while
is
of
anticipated income of
$40 on it so I took it to the Sam Dodson, Benjie Humphrey, truth and beauty.
their reports. Mrs. Jewel Mc.
moved,
the
city
would
net
aamended
Intoxicated,
reckto
$495,800.00.
supermarket and they cashed Mrs. John lrvan, and Rev. MarThe devotion was given by Callon, program chairman, inIf gratitude is not an emotion
bout $65,000 with a payroll tax.
less driving, fined $100.00 coats
Some money can be saved in
tin Mattingly.
it for me!"
Joe Rogers who read from Mat- troduced the speaker.
to be conjured up by "counting
The
council
is
expected
to thew 10:13-16 and quoted from
14.50.
the General Fund by taking
Junior High leaders were: our blessings" and trying
It was announced that the
adopt a new budget, using Proto for'
P. E. Latham, public drun- five steps, he continued.
Oise fat sow in the barnyard Mrs. Benne Humphrey, Mr. and get our troubles., what
the book, "The Prophet".
executive board will not meet
is
posal
One
as a guideline, at Special musk
kenness, fined $15.00 costs
These
are:
asked another sow if she had Mrs. Robert Lowe, Mr. and Mrs
was by the SLIT- In December. The next meetlipontansieue Reseerme
$450.
1. Give the Murray Natural the next meeting.
heard from her boar friend, to Robert Mabry, Mrs. Charles Milertone Sisters who sang "I See ing will be on Tuesday. DecemThe biblical answer is that
Smith,
driving
F.
G.
while
Gas System the responsibility
Much the first sot. replied, liken. and Mr. and Mrs. William true Thanksgiving - the
Jesus" and "Without Him". ber 17, at 7.30 p.m. when the
only
°Sea I had a litter from him J Ryan. Others who assisted kind that can possibly matter a intoxicated, amended to reck- of taking care of all utilities for
Virginia Dare, born Aug. 18, They are Gale Broach, Darlene Christmas program will be preless driving, fined $100.00 costs the City Hall. The gas system 1687 on Roanoke
were Mrs. Vernon Shown, June whit to God or to
today"
Island, NC, Oliver, Stacy Adams, Emily sented by all grades of the
us - is a $4.50.
has been paying for the heat- was the first white child born Ross, and Teresa Joseph, stuSmith, Mike Smith, and Larry spontaneous response
school.
of o or
W. E. Coleman, reckless driv- ing of the city building and un- in America
'My husband was born on the Suffil
dents at Kinsey, who placed
hearts to the conviction that ing,
The room count was won by
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
• • •
der the new proposal, it would
Mrs. Henry Holton, Mr. and God loves us. Its spirit
second hour of the second day
second
in the District Farm Bu- the second grade rooms, Mrs.
is perG.
L
Joyce,
illegal
Wilmington
possesspay
for all utilities thus reand Morehead reau talent contest.
of the second month of the Mrs. Robert Howard, and Mrs. fectly expressed in the ancient
Virdon Tucker and Mrs. Paul
City are North Carolina's two
ion of alcoholic beverages, fin- lieving the General Fund.
second year of this century, the Ray Sinclair were leaders in Jewish prayer found at
Mrs. Buddy Anderson, pre- Dailey, Jr., teachers, and those
the be ed $15•00 costs $4.50.
ports
of
entry for ocean-going sident, presided. Mrs. Bobby
second child of a second daugh- Junior Department.
of several Old Testahome room mothers were hosA. M. Ludwig, vandalism, fin2 "
Th
itY now Pays the vessels.
Mrs. Louis Beyer, Mrs. James ment psalms:
ter and a second son." the wife
Locke, secretary, mid Mn. Lu- tesses.
Murray
Water
Sewer
System
Is
ed $20 00 costs $4.30.
Kline, Miss Kathleen Patterson, "0 give thanks to
said
the Lord,
M. T McCardell, vandalism, $25000 per month to do the
"Has Number Two been Miss Cathy Ronne, and Mrs. for he is good;
billing for the Murray Sanitafined
$20.00 costs $4.80.
lucky for him" her friend sat- William Vaniteter led the Pri- "His steadfast love
1968 Goodyear's Album No. Eight
I. in hehalt
endures
Savickas,
J.
S.
vandalism,
finmary Department.
ed
forever."
at a $3,000 per year saving.
ed
ed
$20.00
costs $4.50.
"Well,
my this He's come
Kindergarten leaders were:
Another way of puling it is
Ordway seid that the Murray
U. L. Barnett, reckless drivout second best ill everything Mrs Karl Hussing. Mrs. Thomas that Thanksgiving is
Street Department performs'
a celebra- ing, fined $15.00
costs $4.50.
Owen, and Paul Sedler. Mrs. tion of the goodness
he ever did"
enough services for the water
and mercy
W. A. Day, drinking alcoholic
John Long and Mrs. Clement of God, on the
system to offset this service of
part of one who beverages
Eldridge Cleaver is the minister
in public, fined $15.00
Moore were responsible for the has experienced
the system to the Murray Santhat goodness costs
of informataon of the Black
$4.50.
Tony Bennett
Nursery.
and mercy at first hand in his
itation System.
Panther party He ran for presB.
K.
Brian,
drinking alcohoMrs. Goidie Curd. Dr. mid own life.
3. Rent about forty acres of
ident of the United States and
.Ray Coniff
lic beverages in public, fined
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson, and Mrs.
It should be noted that belief
the land fill site near Coldwathes just concluded an eight
$15.00 costs $4.50.
Coleman McKeel handled the In God's kindness
. Johnny Math'
er for cultivation and sell grais not eon
lecture series at the University
registration.
l'fined to persons who are con..hel from the site. This would.
of Southern California
An evaluation meeting for spicuously endowed
realize some income.
with matBarbra Streisand
His musliftcatiens se a lecturer all teachers, helpers, and ells- erial "blessings." On the coo- 1
4. He pointed out that the city
and presidential candidate cos- uteri will be held Sunday, De- trary, it very often is the midst
would not be required to aid
Andy Williams
rimed for meson to commit cember 15, at two in the par- of pain, trouble, need or de- (Continued From P•14 1)
the Murray Hospital on the protor
of
First
United
Methodist
spair that a person becomes
-rape. convicted for meson W I
posed bond issue until 1970.
Robert Merrill
commit murder, convicted for; Church. This year's School will most certainly aware of the in- way County's progress than the
5. Vacation periods of Murbe
evaluated,
and plans made explicable love in whose
assault with a deadly weapon,
pre- new telephone directory" he ray Sanitation System employand charged with violating pa- for next year's school.
sence all else seems unimport- said. "It shows just how fast ees would be placed in line
role after serving nine yeari
this area is growing".
ant.
with other city employees. The
There will he nearly 12,000 later two points do not save
of a thirteen year sentence.
It is indeed good to give
thanks to the Lord. For directories mailed, beginning money but would not cost the
What can a man of this caliber
Thanksgiving is the other tees Saturday. November 30, and city extra funds.
have to tell young college duof faith. You can't have Mee will probably take several days
Proposal One called for no.
decInts' What wisdom can he
to complete the task. Carpenter increases in salaries in the adithout the other.
project' What restraint has be
asks that anyone who does not ministrative
and
executive
The Sam Beichler Fire Prepracticed'
receive his directory by Tues- branches of the city governvention Award which was preday, December 3, please notify Inent, but other departments of
His wife SI ys, in relation to his sented to the Commonwealth if
the telephone business office.
the city would receive a six per
Kentucky
May
25, 1967 will re'going beck to prn, "if they
The continued growth of the cent Pay increase,
main
in Kentucky for anothar
use guns to force him (to go
Murray area is indicated by the
Mr. Ordway pointed out that
The funeral for Mrs. Ethel 11,915 directories that
back ) he should use guns not year.
will be the total expenditures for the
. Due to Kentucky's greatly improved record in fire pre- Camp of Wayne. Stich. former- delivered this year. compared year
1969 are anticipated to be
vention, they have won this a- ly of Calloway County. will be to the 10,906 last year, a gain $495,360.00.
leaving only the
ward for the calendar year of held Thursday at 11 am. at of 1,009 books. A further indi thin margin
of $440 on the enthe chapel of the Max H. Chur- rotor of the areas growth
1907.
and tire budget. This is a tight budThis award is given each year chill Funeral Home with Rev. development is past records get, he continued.
to the state in the 13 state reg- Lloyd Wilson officiating. Bur- that show this year's delivery
Proposal Two called for no
ion that has the most improved ial will be in Scotts Grove more than doubles the books Ichanges in tlie
(Continued From Pun 1)
Murray Sanitarecord in fire prevention and Cemetery.
delivered 1961 which were 5,- tion System billing and operaMrs Camp, age 79, died Moe- 443 directories.
ly an inch of rain has fallein suppression, taking into account
tion of the City Hall, but called
in Murray during November and the weather prevailing during da), at Wayne, Mich., and her
"Customers should throw a- •for a 10 per cent increase for
husband.
the
Alfred
period.
Camp, died way their_old directory when 'employees. The adoption
the average rainfall for Novof
March 7, 1931.
the new one arrives" Carpenter Proposal Two would leave the
ember is four inches, accordiag, The Division of Forestry emSurvivors are eight daugh- 'toted. "That way,
ployees
would
again
like
to
there is no city with a deficit of $57,860.00
to records kept by the weatheel
thank the County rural Court ters, Mesdames Cleo Todd, El- chance of your looking
officials since 1890.
in the at the end of 1909.
for their help in enforcing the sie Overbey, On Lee Freeman, old directory and
Leonard Vaughn, Chairman
possibly gettDuring this year through the I
Ludean
Norman,
laws
Dorothy
controlling
Thacburning 19
ing a wrung number".
November average, the raitn:
of the Council Water & Sewer
ker,
Maureen
Kentucky.
Eldridge,
They
Helen "Also"
would also like
Carpenter
fall recorded in Murray is 3625
as i d, Committee told the council that
to thank the radio station and Curd, and Imogene McCow; two -please check the
new directory his committee could live with
inches The average normal for
the Ledger & Times and Mur- sons, Alfred T. and L. D. Camp; before calling
this period, based on past reDirectory Assist- the dropping of the $260 per
ray Democrat newspapers for one brother, Jim Byrn; 26 ance. This will save
cords, is 43.52 inches.
you time month for their billing service
grandchildren; 16 great grand- and inconvenien
the
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Safe Buy - - Used Cars

ALL LOCAL TRADE-INS ON NEW MERCURYS

GUARANTEED
11141 CHRYSLER Newport Custom 4-Door.
se 1947 DODGE Polara 4-Door.
no 1966 BUICK Electra 225 4-Door Hardtop
no 1866 BUICK Skylark 2-Door
so° 1%5 BUICK LaSabre 400 2-Door Hardtop
so 1965 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-Door Hardtop
.•-• 1965 MERCURY Park Lane 4-Door Hardtop
no 1965 MERCURY Comet Calente 4-Door
no 1964 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 4-Door Hardtop
vo 1964 MERCURY Montclair 4-Door Hardtop

50% with FACTORY AIR
SOME with VINYL TOPS
ALL "TOPS" IN QUALITY and APPEARANCE

HAT
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R
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SALES

51$ So, 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

N OW...winter

6.50-13

Price'

SO
H
tubefe.,
War Ye,.
T•I F. T.,
• I, 2 ., An•

Excise Tax

$23.90 - $ 1 .57

, 7.75-14

$33.90

$ 2.19

8.50-14

$33.90

$ 2,21

7.75-15

$33.90

$ 2.35

'plus tax and 2 trade-in tires

Whitewalls just 43 more per tire
• 4 full ply nylon cord construction
• Deep tractor-type cleats
• Tufsyn rubber tread for extra mileage on
dry or snow-covered roads

NO MONEY DOWN on our Easy Pay Plan!

BURY'S
Phone 753-5617
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